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Extreme Sports and Assumption of Risk: A Blueprint

By DAVID HORTON*

A GROWING NUMBER of personal injury litigants stand outside the contours of tort law. Plaintiffs who are hurt while engaging in high risk recreational activities do not fit within a doctrine that uses "reasonableness" as its central criterion. Reasonableness hinges on whether the cost of an untaken precaution outweighs that of a particular harm. In many risky sports, the only way to avoid getting hurt is to forego the activity altogether. For most people, this is not a burden. Even if it is, the lost opportunity value is dwarfed by the omnipresent specter of grave injury. For example, consider the sport of motocross, which involves racing and performing stunts on off-road motorcycles. Motocross is so dangerous that midway through the professional circuit's most recent season, half of its contestants had suffered broken bones or concussions. Thus, the reasonably prudent person would probably never try the sport. However, if it is unreasonable to take part in motocross, then it must also be unreasonable for a motocross
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3. See id.

track owner to offer the plaintiff the opportunity to do so.\textsuperscript{5} Risky sports defy classification under tort law's fundamental norm.

But for people like Travis Pastrana, a professional motocross competitor, even the most dangerous sports are reasonable. Pastrana began riding at the age of four.\textsuperscript{6} Two years later, a crash temporarily paralyzed him.\textsuperscript{7} Shortly after recovering, he got back on his bike.\textsuperscript{8} By his eighteenth birthday, he had endured ten concussions, undergone twelve operations, and broken more than thirty bones.\textsuperscript{9} When asked about his injuries, he replied: "Every time I've gotten hurt . . . has been worth it."\textsuperscript{10} Indeed, for "risk-preferrers" like Pastrana, not only are dangerous sports worthwhile despite their risks, but they are worthwhile because of their risks. Risk-preferrers invert the negligence equation: for them, the greater the risk, the greater the benefit. Yet while Pastrana's accidents are "worth it" to him, whether the value of motocross outweighs its costs as a normative matter is less clear. Although "[m]aking one's own choices about risk . . . is an important aspect of individual autonomy[.]."\textsuperscript{11} few activities that injure so frequently are reasonable under traditional negligence principles.\textsuperscript{12}

For years, this theoretical problem had little pragmatic significance. If an injured sports participant filed suit, the business entity that provided the activity would invoke the affirmative defense of assumption of risk. Traditionally, assumption of risk barred a plaintiff's claim—whether his behavior was reasonable or unreasonable—on the

\textsuperscript{5} See Simons, Full Preference, supra note 4, at 217.


\textsuperscript{7} See Anne Arundel, Names in the News, WASH. POST, Sept. 25, 2003, at T4. Pastrana fell during a 120-foot-long jump. The force of the impact drove his spinal column through his pelvis. See Motor Sport, supra note 2.


\textsuperscript{9} See Motor Sport, supra note 2.

\textsuperscript{10} See id. Pastrana's statement provoked an angry reply. See Letter to the Editor, The Cost of a Sport, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 6, 2002, at A22 ("We are mired in a national crisis over how to pay for basic health care and cannot afford the costs of self-inflicted injuries . . . . Perhaps those who are footing the bill should decide if his stunts are 'worth it.'").

\textsuperscript{11} Donald P. Judges, Of Rocks and Hard Places: The Value of Risk Choice, 42 EMORY L.J. 1, 3 (1993).

\textsuperscript{12} See Simons, Full Preference, supra note 4, at 234 ("Often it is simply impossible to say whether or not risk-preferring conduct is negligent."). Many extreme sports luminaries have medical histories that mirror Pastrana's. At the 2001 X Games in Philadelphia, Cary Hart fell thirty-five feet during a mid-air flip, shattering three ribs, his tailbone, and his right foot. See Kevin Van Valkenburg, Something They're Really Flipping Over, BALT. SUN, Aug. 20, 2002, at 1D, 2002 WL 6966811.
ground that he voluntarily chose to encounter a known danger.\textsuperscript{13} However, assumption of risk partially overlapped with the doctrine of contributory negligence, which completely precluded recovery if the plaintiff engaged in unreasonable conduct.\textsuperscript{14} Recently, most jurisdictions replaced contributory negligence with comparative negligence, which apportions damages according to fault. Thus, assumption of risk's viability has become one of the most unsettled areas of tort law—an issue so complex that the drafters of the \textit{Second Restatement of Torts} dubbed it "The Battle of the Wilderness."\textsuperscript{15} In the wake of this change, the existence and scope of a commercial recreation vendor's liability exposure depends on a complex web of specialized duty rules, sports-specific exculpatory statutes, and contractual waivers.

Sailing full steam toward these choppy waters is one of the most dramatic sociological transformations of our time: the "extreme sports" phenomenon.\textsuperscript{16} Once dismissed as the province of a few foolhardy individuals,\textsuperscript{17} high risk recreational activities have now become ubiquitous in advertising,\textsuperscript{18} television,\textsuperscript{19} and film.\textsuperscript{20} Participation in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{13} See \textit{Restatement (Second) of Torts} § 496A (1965).
\item \textsuperscript{14} See id. § 463.
\item \textsuperscript{17} See, e.g., Charles Stein, \textit{X Marks the Sport, Boston Globe}, Aug. 23, 1998, at 1, 1998 WL 9149722 ("Once, it was 'those kids' who went to extremes. Now, it is 'our kids,' the same ones who play Little League and soccer."); see also Jennifer Gabriel, \textit{Crazy for Sports, Kansas City Star}, Aug. 7, 1997, at E1, 1997 WL 3020998 ("[P]eople who participated in these activities [once] weren't called athletes. They were called crazy.").
sports such as skydiving, bungee jumping, rock climbing, hang gliding, motocross, BMX, snowboarding, wake-boarding, kite-boarding, and skateboarding has soared in the last decade. This movement has been driven largely by youth culture. While participation in team sports declined by a quarter in the last decade, the number of teenag-

WL 2564547 (commenting that Nestea, Hershey's, Mr. Coffee, Tyco, and Saturn have all hired snowboarders as spokespeople); Span, supra note 16 (adding Chevrolet, AT&T, Taco Bell, Jeep, Circuit City, and the Marine Corps to the list).


20. See Blue Crush (Universal 2002) (telling the story of aspiring female surfers); Die Another Day (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 2002) (opening with a team of secret agents surfing to shore in hostile territory at night); Dogtown and Z Boys (Sony 2001) (documenting skateboarding's early history); Extreme Ops (Apollo Media 2002) (involving a team of extreme sports experts who encounter terrorists while making a commercial); Grind (Warner Bros. 2003 (following a group of skateboarders); Step Into Liquid (Artisan 2003) (profiling various extreme surfers); XXX (Columbia Pictures 2002) (featuring a snowboarding, BASE-jumping super-spy). Extreme sports have also been the subject of two IMAX films. See Adrenaline Rush: The Science of Risk (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 2003); Ultimate X (ESPN 2002).


22. For example, the X Games drew more teenage viewers last year than the Super Bowl, the World Series, or the World Cup. See Nelson, supra note 18. In addition, teenagers rated skateboarder Tony Hawk as the most popular male athlete—ahead of such sports luminaries as Shaquille O'Neil, Tiger Woods, Derek Jeter, and Michael Jordan. See id. Ironically, Hawk is often described as "the Michael Jordan of skateboarding." See, e.g., Tim Layden, What Is This 34-Year-Old Man Doing on a Skateboard? Making Millions, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, June 10, 2002, at 80. Hawk's licensing deals with Adio Shoes, Bagel Bites, Hot Wheels, and Activision generate an estimated $250 million in annual sales. See id.
ers who skateboard, snowboard, or in-line skate increased more than five times. In addition, unlike team sports, where even the best players must wait years before turning professional, many pubescent skateboarders, motocross riders, wake-boarders, and BMXers are inking lucrative deals with sponsors. For these reasons, commentators are beginning to acknowledge what once would have been unthinkable—that extreme sports will soon replace recreational staples like baseball, basketball, and football. Indeed, Americans spend $40 billion each year on sporting goods, and the extreme sports industry has “captured an expanding piece of this pie.” Because extreme sports are often sponsored by corporations and municipalities—deep-pocket entities—some fear that America stands on the brink of a


25. See, e.g., Koerner, supra note 16 (“Sports that involve speed, variety, and change will replace [team sports].” (quoting Temple University Professor Frank Farley)); Maureen Tkacik, Foothold: As Extreme Goes Mass, Nike Nips at a Skate-Shoe Icon, WALL ST. J., Apr. 24, 2002, at A1 (commenting that Rick Anguilla, Nike’s director of brand communications, predicts that “in a few years, the kid who plays Little League baseball is going to be considered ‘alternative.’”).

26. See Koerner, supra note 16.

27. Ramsey, supra note 18, at 1647.

spike in tort litigation. Surprisingly, though, contemporary assumption of risk doctrine has generated little scholarly attention, and no commentator has addressed the issue of extreme sports and assumption of risk in depth.

This Article contends that extreme sports accentuate flaws in modern assumption of risk doctrine. Many jurisdictions now apply a doctrine called "primary assumption of risk" to the sports setting. Primary assumption of risk frees defendants from a duty to protect

29. Municipalities have opened over six hundred new skate parks in the past two years. See Nelson, supra note 18 (calling skate parks "the baseball and softball diamonds of the 21st Century"); Span, supra note 16 (noting that sports marketing executives predict that most shopping malls will have a skate park within the decade). There are an estimated 1,800 skate parks in the United States currently. See Aaron Kahn, The Air Apparent, St. Paul Pioneer Press, Aug. 18, 2003, at 1A, 2003 WL 2620545. ESPN recently opened skate parks in five cities that bear the X Games brand. See Shira Springer, X Games Grow Up: ESPN Turned Mainstream on to Extreme Sports Marketing, Aug. 18, 2002, at C1, 2002 WL 4144067. Cities find skate parks attractive because they funnel teenagers away from skating in public places. See Sheila McLaughlin, Skaters To Get a Place to Play, Cincinnati Enquirer, July 21, 2003, at B3, 2003 WL 55042909; Nancy Maes, On a Roll: Growth in Skate Parks Meet Needs of Extremely Active Users, Chicago Tribune, Aug. 11, 2000, at 57, 2003 WL 3696011 (attributing skate parks’ popularity to the fact that “adults have long been looking for ways to corral pre-teens and teens with activities that sparked their interest”).

30. See, e.g., Nancy C. Rodriguez, Skate Park Users Lobby to Keep Site Open, Free, Louisville Courier-J., July 31, 2002, at 4B (detailing a proposal to privatize a municipal-owned skate park due to liability concerns after a near-fatal accident involving an eleven-year-old bicyclist).


32. Although Professor Simons notes the issue—asking “[w]ould the reasonably prudent person ever try the experimental sport of hang gliding?”—he only mentions it in passing. See Simons, Full Preference, supra note 4, at 234; see also Ramsey, supra note 18 (discussing assumption of risk and extreme sports for the limited purpose of arguing that criminal law is expanding to areas that were once only governed by tort).

33. Despite the “assumption of risk” label, some jurisdictions have made it clear that the no duty rule is now just part of the plaintiff’s prima facie case. See, e.g., Foronda v. Hawaii Int’l Boxing Club, 25 P.3d 826, 837 (Haw. Ct. App. 2001). However, courts in other states are still confused over whether primary assumption of risk is merely run-of-the-mill duty analysis or whether it remains an affirmative defense. Compare Kahn v. E. Side Union High Sch. Dist., 75 P.3d 30, 51 (Cal. 2003) (Kennard, J., dissenting) (claiming that the state has “abolished assumption of risk as an affirmative defense to a negligence action”) with Moser v. Ratinoff, 105 Cal. Rptr. 2d 198, 201–202 (Ct. App. 2003) (“[A] defense to a claim of negligence is that the plaintiff either expressly or impliedly assumed the risk.”). This issue determines whether plaintiffs or defendants bear burdens of pleading and proof. See, e.g., Simons, Reflections, supra note 31, at 486 n.17 (2002).
plaintiffs from a sport's inherent risks. However, defendants do owe a duty not to "increase" these risks. Although courts have articulated several different conceptual rationales for the no duty rule, they have not noticed subtle differences between these principles. Teasing out these distinctions elucidates that the no duty rule is founded on a series of assumptions that do not apply to high risk recreational activities.

For one, some courts apparently believe that the no duty rule is necessary because all sports are inherently reasonable. This stance presupposes that the social value of any particular sport outweighs its risks. Nevertheless, while this may be true for many recreational activities, it is likely not so for a sport like motocross, which injures participants at "astonishing levels."

Another perspective is that the no duty rule represents a policy judgment that it is better to allow sports to continue unchanged than to impose safety measures that might fundamentally alter their nature. Courts that adhere to this position claim that the no duty rule is necessary because the benefits and dangers of many sports are connected. For example, basketball is worthwhile because it involves exercise, competition, and rapid movement; yet these aspects of the sport also cause injuries. Because it would lessen basketball's social value to eliminate these risks, the no duty rule does not force defendants to do so. This is a more radical view of the no duty rule. Because it shields conduct that would otherwise be unreasonable from liability, it confers a subsidy upon sports participants and vendors. Yet, unlike traditional recreational activities which feature socially valuable conduct that happens to carry with it attendant risks, the primary virtue of many extreme sports is that they allow participants to make the auton-

34. Of course, the existence of a duty is a prerequisite to a tort suit. When deciding whether to impose a duty, courts engage in a rather complex analysis that considers the relationship of the parties, the nature of the risk—that is, its foreseeability and severity—and the impact the imposition of a duty would have on public policy. Recognition of a duty of care, ultimately, rests on considerations of public policy and on notions of fairness. Crawn v. Campo, 643 A.2d 600, 604 (N.J. 1994) (quoting Dunphy v. Gregor, 642 A.2d 372, 376 (N.J. 1994)).


36. See, e.g., Fortier v. Los Rios Cmty. Coll. Dist., 52 Cal. Rptr. 2d 812, 817 (Ct. App. 1996) (explaining that the no duty rule flows from the fact that "football [i]s played and enjoyed by thousands").

37. Motor Sport, supra note 2.


39. See, e.g., Knight, 834 P.2d at 708 ("[C]onditions or conduct that otherwise might be viewed as dangerous often are an integral part of the sport itself.").
omous decision to wager life and limb. Extending the no duty rule to such activities therefore subsidizes pure risk-taking.

The fact that extreme sports cannot be deemed either reasonable or unreasonable creates a further complication. When a defendant's breach of duty injures a plaintiff, the jury should award full damages unless the plaintiff has also been negligent. Extreme sports often hurt people who have not been careless at all. Thus, the only possible basis for reducing an extreme sport participant’s damages often will be the bare decision to engage in the activity. As a result, the no duty rule poses a Hobson’s choice: either reducing the plaintiff's damages in contravention of the overarching principle that tort law should deter only unreasonable behavior or allowing the plaintiff full recovery despite the fact that he purposely placed himself in harm’s way. In order to deal with the issue, some state supreme courts and legislatures claim that a jury may lower a plaintiff's damages based on the choice to take part in a dangerous activity even if it determines that the decision was reasonable. But this position proves untenable upon close inspection. Indeed, two years after the Washington Supreme Court made such a claim, an intermediate appellate court in that state simply disagreed.

Finally, several states employ primary assumption of risk when the plaintiff engages in conduct that reveals that he has consented to face dangers created by the defendant. Yet this “implied consent” approach creates its own anomalies. When applied to minors—an essential element of the extreme sports movement—the consensual approach imputes an agreement to relieve the defendant from liability on behalf of a party who could void any express arrangement made in contract. In fact, some jurisdictions require the same elements of proof for primary assumption of risk and contractual liability waivers, leaving vendors with no means to bar the claims of child plaintiffs.

This Article proposes a subtle doctrinal shift that would bring high risk recreational activities back within the negligence concept and provide vendors with a dependable basis for barring claims. Because common law tort rules offer little guidance, purveyors of recreational activities increasingly rely on waivers as a means of protecting themselves from liability. Yet courts often find such agreements unenforceable as a matter of contract law. Therefore, this Article advocates giving waivers independent tort significance. Business entities that

provide extreme sports should be held to an additional duty to take reasonable steps to inform patrons of an activity's dangers. Although the duty to inform would have little effect on the day-to-day operations of vendors, many of whom already take elaborate steps to warn patrons, it would bring extreme sports back within the reasonableness concept. A fully-informed plaintiff's decision to engage in an extreme sport indicates that, for him, the benefits of the activity outweigh its risks. Warnings would thus allow businesses to cater only to those people who find such activities to be reasonable. By limiting the availability of a risky activity only to those who truly prefer to face its dangers, defendant businesses would ensure that they too are operating on the right side of the negligence line. Indeed, tort law recognizes an analogous concept in similar contexts: the doctrine of informed consent in medicine and the duty of manufacturers of dangerous products to provide warnings.\[42\]

The Article proceeds as follows. Part I explains why the traditional assumption of risk doctrine was so problematic. It reveals that courts often claimed to apply the defense when their reasoning suggested another basis for barring the plaintiff's claim: that he was contributorily negligent, that the defendant owed him no duty of care, or that the defendant simply never engaged in unreasonable conduct. Part I then explicates the current state of the law. It shows that the patchwork of doctrines that have replaced the traditional assumption of risk defense—including the no duty rule, liability releases, and sport-specific inherent risk statutes—fail to provide recreational activity purveyors with a trustworthy means to insulate themselves from liability.

Part II explains how extreme sports expose the weaknesses in the no duty rule's doctrinal edifice. This Part first details why high risk recreational activities are so difficult to analyze under the negligence formula. It then explores the ramifications of this problem. The fact that extreme sports resist classification under tort law's basic standard belies the reasonableness rationale for the no duty rule and casts doubt on the propriety of subsidizing conduct that may inflict a net loss on society. It has also led courts to reach wildly different conclusions about what it means to "increase" an extreme sport's inherent risks. In addition, it has forced courts to grapple with how to apportion damages between a negligent defendant and a plaintiff who has engaged in risky but not necessarily unreasonable behavior—a ques-

\[42\] See infra Part II.A.3.
tion to which there is no adequate answer. Part II then explicates the clash between the traditional contractual protections accorded to minors and the "implied consent" justification for primary assumption of risk.

Part III begins by offering a definition of "extreme sports." It then argues that assimilating such activities into the reasonableness paradigm would create a doctrinal framework that is consistent with the policy justifications for the no duty rule. Grounding the no duty rule in informed consent would also allow courts to defensibly apply it to plaintiffs of all ages and risky recreational activities of all stripes. Finally, the duty to inform would eliminate the need for fact-finders to apportion damages between negligent and non-negligent behavior. Instead, juries would evaluate two related forms of conduct: the reasonableness of a vendor's efforts to inform a plaintiff of an activity's risks and the reasonableness of the plaintiff's decision to engage in the activity.

I. The Evolution of the Doctrine of Assumption of Risk

A. The Traditional Assumption of Risk Defense

The traditional doctrine of assumption of risk sounds simple: "[a] plaintiff who voluntarily assumes a risk of harm arising from the negligent or reckless conduct of the defendant cannot recover for such harm." Yet scholars have long regarded assumption of risk as being "more difficult to understand and apply than almost any other [doctrine] in the law of torts." The confusion stemmed from the fact that judges used the assumption of risk label to signify several discrete le-

43. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 496A (1965).
The phrase "assumption of risk" is an excellent illustration of the extent to which uncritical use of words bedevils the law. A phrase begins life as a literary expression; its felicity leads to its lazy repetition; and repetition soon establishes it as a legal formula, undiscriminatingly [sic] used to express different and sometimes contradictory ideas.
See Meistrich v. Casino Arena Attractions, Inc., 155 A.2d 90, 93 (N.J. 1959) ("Assumption of risk is a term of several meanings."); Fleming James, Assumption of Risk, 61 Yale L.J. 141, 169 (1952) ("[T]he term and the concept should be abolished"); W.P. Keeton, D. Dobbs, R.E. Keeton & D. Owen, Prosser & Keeton on The Law of Torts § 68, at 480 (5th ed. 1984) (assumption of risk "has been surrounded by much confusion"); Knight v. Jewett, 854 P.2d 696, 699 (Cal. 1992) (plurality opinion) ("As every leading tort treatise has explained, the assumption of risk doctrine long has caused confusion both in definition and application, because the phrase 'assumption of risk' traditionally has been used in a number of very different factual settings involving analytically distinct legal concepts."); Sugarman, Assumption of Risk, supra note 31, at 834 (calling assumption of risk a "doctrinal
gal concepts. First, assumption of risk bore a strong resemblance to the affirmative defense of contributory negligence, which precluded recovery when the plaintiff's conduct fell below the standard of a reasonable person. Because voluntarily choosing to encounter a known danger was often unreasonable, and because both contributory negligence and assumption of risk were complete defenses to liability, courts had no reason to distinguish between the two doctrines.

Second, some courts applied assumption of risk to recurring situations with well-known risks—for example, cases in which baseball spectators were injured by foul balls—even where there was no evidence that the particular plaintiff actually realized that he was in a hazardous situation. Instead, these courts reasoned, any plaintiff would have come to that conclusion. Although these courts claimed to apply assumption of risk, their wholesale determinations that an entire class of plaintiffs should not recover are better described as finding that the defendant owed the plaintiff no duty of care. Indeed, the same fact—that an activity was dangerous—could cause a court either to hold a defendant to no duty of care or to bar a plaintiff's claim under assumption of risk. Finally, courts also claimed to

muddle [which] . . . is confusing, unnecessary, and if we are not careful, . . . will lead us to the wrong outcome.

46. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 463 (1965).
47. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 463 cmt. d (1965) ("The great majority of the cases involving assumption of risk have . . . overlap[ped] contributory negligence."). This occurred "where the known risk of harm is great relative to the utility of plaintiff's conduct." Id. at cmt. c.; Salinas v. Vierstra, 695 P.2d 369, 373 (Idaho 1985) ("Many courts in non-comparative negligence settings have used both defenses interchangeably without attempting to distinguish between the two.").
48. See Keys v. Alamo City Baseball Co., 150 S.W. 368, 371 (Tex. App. 1941) (barring claim of forty-two year old baseball spectator who had never been to a game before on the grounds that her son must have "handled baseballs in and around his house, under the watchful eye of his mother" thereby making her aware of "the potential dangers inherent in a baseball in play").
49. See Steven Schwartz, Comparative Negligence § 9.4, at 168–169 (1974); Restatement (Second) of Torts § 496A cmt. c (1965) (noting that when a plaintiff "enters voluntarily into some relation with the defendant which he knows to involve the risk, . . . the defendant is relieved of his duty to the plaintiff"); W. Page Keeton et al., Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts § 65, at 451 (5th ed. 1984).
50. See, e.g., Turcotte v. Fell, 502 N.E.2d 964, 967 (N.Y. 1986) ("Thus, it has become necessary, and quite proper, when measuring a defendant's duty to a plaintiff to consider the risks assumed by the plaintiff.").
apply assumption of risk when there was no evidence that the defendant's activity was unreasonable in the first place. 51

For example, in the classic textbook case *Murphy v. Steeplechase Amusement Co.*, 52 the plaintiff fractured his kneecap while riding “The Flopper,” a fast-moving belt at an amusement park. 53 The New York Court of Appeals, speaking through Judge Cardozo, dismissed his claim under the doctrine of assumption of risk. Judge Cardozo reasoned that the plaintiff knew that The Flopper caused people to lose their balance because he had watched other riders fall. 54 Thus, Judge Cardozo concluded, because the plaintiff voluntarily chose to encounter a known danger, he could not recover damages. 55 In a famous passage, Judge Cardozo remarks:

*Volenti non fit injuria.* One who takes part in such a sport accepts the dangers that inhere in it so far as they are obvious and necessary, just as a fencer accepts the risk of a thrust by his antagonist or a spectator at a ball game the chance of contact with the ball. The antics of the clown are not the paces of the cloistered cleric. The rough and boisterous joke, the horseplay of the crowd, evokes its own guffaws, but they are not the pleasures of tranquility. . . . The timorous may stay at home. 56

This analysis has no relation to whether the plaintiff voluntarily chose to encounter a known danger. Instead, it suggests that defendants should not be required to eliminate an activity's inherent risks. Such a determination—that defendants have no legal obligation to prevent certain injuries—bears the hallmark of pure duty analysis. In addition, later in the opinion, Judge Cardozo notes that although a quarter of a million guests rode The Flopper each year, very few were injured. 57 This reasoning suggests a third basis for exonerating the defendant from liability: because the benefits of The Flopper outweighed its risks, it was perfectly reasonable.

51. See, e.g., Sugarman, Assumption of Risk, supra note 31, at 836–38 (arguing that many sports-related cases are better explained under the reasonableness concept than assumption of risk).
52. 166 N.E. 179 (N.Y. 1929).
53. Id. at 174.
54. See id.
55. See id.
56. Id. “Volenti non fit injuria” is a Latin phrase that means “a person cannot be harmed by that to which he or she consents.” Black's Law Dictionary 657 (Pocket ed. West 1996).
57. See Murphy, 166 N.E. at 175 (“Some quota of accidents was to be looked for in so great a mass. One might as well say that a skating rink should be abandoned because skaters sometimes fall.”).
This kind of analytical imprecision became problematic in the 1970s, when most jurisdictions recognized that it was no longer normatively defensible to allow a plaintiff's own negligence to bar recovery completely.\footnote{58} Thus, forty-six states abolished the contributory negligence defense and instituted schemes that apportioned damages according to fault.\footnote{59} In light of this change, unless assumption of risk was eliminated to the extent that it overlapped with contributory negligence, "the same conduct by a plaintiff w[ould] be an absolute bar if viewed as assumption of risk but only a partial bar if considered contributory fault."\footnote{60} Courts and commentators identified several distinct variations of what they once considered to be a single doctrine\footnote{61} and argued about which ones should have survived contributory negligence's fall from grace.\footnote{62}

**B. The Current State of the Law**

In the last decade, a flurry of litigation between sports participants forced states to grapple with how to resolve cases that formerly fell under the rubric of assumption of risk.\footnote{63} A few jurisdictions retained the traditional defense.\footnote{64} Conversely, due to the widespread abolition of contributory negligence, several states eliminated the doc-

---

\footnote{58. See, e.g., Li v. Yellow Cab, 532 P.2d 1226, 1231 (Cal. 1975) ("The basic objection to [contributory negligence]—grounded in the primal concept that in a system in which liability is based on fault, the extent of fault should govern the extent of liability—remains irresistible to reason and all intelligent notions of fairness.").}

\footnote{59. See, e.g., Horton, supra note 4, at 350 n.5.}

\footnote{60. Rini v. Oaklawn Jockey Club, 861 F.2d 502, 507 (8th Cir. 1988).}

\footnote{61. See, e.g., Blackburn v. Dorta, 348 So. 2d 287, 290 (Fla. 1977) (calling assumption of risk "a potpourri of labels, concepts, definitions, thoughts, and doctrines" and noting "distinctions . . . between primary and secondary; and between reasonable and unreasonable or, as sometimes expressed, strict and qualified") (citations omitted).}

\footnote{62. See generally John L. Diamond, Assumption of Risk After Comparative Negligence: Integrating Contract Theory into Tort Doctrine, 52 OHIO ST. L.J. 717 (1991) (arguing in favor of merging secondary assumption of risk with comparative fault); Simons, Full Preference supra note 4 (advocating a system in which a plaintiff's claim would be barred only if they "fully preferred" the risky activity); Stephanie M. Wildman & John C. Barker, Time to Abolish Implied Assumption of a Reasonable Risk in California, 25 U.S.F. L. REV. 647, 679 (1991) (arguing that assumption of risk should be abolished because it is "accounted for already in the negligence prima facie case and existing comparative fault defense").}

\footnote{63. See, e.g., Mark A. Franklin & Robert L. Rabin, Tort Law and Alternatives 472 (7th ed. 2001).}

\footnote{64. See Nelson v. Great E. Resort Mgmt., Inc., 574 S.E.2d 277, 281 (Va. 2003) ("We continue to be of opinion that fairness militates in favor of the traditional standard because it clearly places the burden of proof upon the party asserting consent and because of the absolute defense that consent affords."); Vaughan v. Pleasent, 471 S.E.2d 866, 868 (Ga. 1996); ADM P'ship v. Martin, 702 A.2d 730, 734 (Md. 1997); Huffman v. Walker Jones Equip. Co., 658 So. 2d 871, 873 (Miss. 1995); Pleiss v. Barnes, 619 N.W.2d 825, 830 (Neb. Summer 2004]}
trine completely.\textsuperscript{65} Eventually, however, most states recast assumption of risk as duty analysis. This sub-part briefly describes the dominant contemporary approaches.

1. Primary Assumption of Risk

The doctrine of primary assumption of risk is a shorthand way of saying that a defendant owes no duty to protect plaintiffs from an activity's inherent risks.\textsuperscript{66} However, defendants do owe a duty not to "increase" or "enlarge" these risks.\textsuperscript{67} Because a plaintiff cannot receive damages if the defendant has not breached a duty, the doctrine continues to completely bar recovery. The first cases in which courts considered the viability of assumption of risk after the abolition of contributory negligence involved athletes suing other athletes.\textsuperscript{68} Although courts soon extended the no duty rule to recreational vendors,\textsuperscript{69} they initially struggled to define its parameters in that context.\textsuperscript{70} Eventually, most courts held that while athletes may not "increase" a sport's inherent risks through intentional or reckless conduct, sponsoring business entities only owe participants a duty not to negligently increase a sport's inherent risks.\textsuperscript{71} Other states simply hold


\textsuperscript{66} See, e.g., Meistrich v. Casino Arena Attractions, Inc., 155 A.2d 90, 93 (N.J. 1959) ("In one sense (sometimes called its 'primary' sense), [assumption of risk] is an alternate expression for the proposition that defendant was not negligent, i.e., either owed no duty or did not breach the duty owed.").

\textsuperscript{67} See, e.g., Schneider v. Erickson, 654 N.W.2d 144, 152 (Minn. Ct. App. 2002).

\textsuperscript{68} See, e.g., Knight v. Jewett, 834 P.2d 696 (Cal. 1992) (plurality opinion).

\textsuperscript{69} See, e.g., Ferrari v. Grand Canyon Dories, 38 Cal. Rptr. 2d 65, 69 (Cal. Ct. App. 1995) (extending no duty rule to white-water rafting company).

\textsuperscript{70} See, e.g., Bjork v. Mason, 92 Cal. Rptr. 2d 49, 55–56 (Cal. App. 2000) (noting the confusion). The uncertainty stemmed from the breadth and complexity of the transformation from the subjective version of assumption of risk to the modern approach. For example, the leading case of Knight v. Jewett contains three similar but not identical holdings. Knight first holds that defendants generally owe no duty to protect plaintiffs from a sport's inherent risks. See Knight, 844 P.2d at 703. Knight then holds that defendants generally owe a duty not to increase these risks. Id. at 708. Finally, Knight holds that athletes owe other athletes a duty not to injure intentionally or recklessly. Id. at 710.

\textsuperscript{71} For example, in Knight, the California high court illustrated the duty owed by commercial recreational vendors through an example: Although a ski resort has no duty to remove moguls from a ski run, it clearly does have a duty to use due care to maintain its towropes in a safe, working condition so as not to expose skiers to an increased risk of harm. The cases establish that th[is]
vendors to that duty standard without using the phrase "assumption of risk." Without noticing, courts have offered several slightly different rationales for the no duty rule.

a. The No Duty Rule as Acknowledgement of Reasonableness

First, courts sometimes reason that the no duty rule stems from the fact that sports are inherently reasonable. This view recognizes type of risk, posed by a ski resort’s negligence, clearly is not a risk (inherent in the sport) that is assumed by a participant.

Knight, 844 P.2d at 708 (emphasis added); see also Harrold v. Rolling J Ranch, 23 Cal. Rptr. 2d 671, 675–76 (Ct. App. 1993) (“The general principle which may be extracted from this discussion in Jewett is that commercial operators of sports and recreational facilities owe a duty of care to their patrons.”); Schneider v. Am. Hockey & Ice Skating Ctr. Inc., 777 A.2d 380, 385 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2001) (holding that "the operator of a sports facility is subject to a standard of care based on negligence rather than the recklessness standard applicable to participants in recreational activities"); Turcotte v. Fell, 502 N.E.2d 964, 971 (N.Y. 1986) (holding that the conduct of a race track owner "in maintaining the premises was measured by a general negligence standard").

On the other hand, some jurisdictions hold both sports participants and recreation vendors to a duty of reasonable care under all the circumstances. See Auckenthaler v. Grundmeyer, 877 P.2d 1039, 1044 (Nev. 1994) (“When properly applied, the negligence standard strikes the proper balance between vigorous participation in sports and accommodating litigants injured by unreasonable behavior.”); Estes v. Tripson, 932 P.2d 1364, 1366 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1997); Allen v. Dover Co-Recreational Softball League, 807 A.2d 1274, 1284 (N.H. 2002); Lestina v. W. Bend Mut. Ins. Co., 501 N.W.2d 28, 33 (Wis. 1993). However, while breach of duty is traditionally a jury question, appellate courts in these states sometimes make factual determinations that defendants who have hurt plaintiffs through conduct that naturally occurs in a sport have not behaved unreasonably. For example, in Estes, a catcher in a company softball game sued a base-runner who stepped on her leg while trying to score. See Estes, 932 P.2d at 1365. Although the plaintiff claimed that the defendant had ample opportunity to avoid the accident, an Arizona appellate court granted summary judgment for the defendant, reasoning that “[n]ot every foreseeable risk is an unreasonable risk.” Id. at 1366 (quoting Rogers v. Retrum, 825 P.2d 20, 23 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1991)); see also Allen, 807 A.2d at 1284 (“In ordinary negligence terms, a participant, sponsor or organizer ‘who creates only risks that are normal or ordinary to the sport acts as a reasonable person of ordinary prudence under the circumstances.’”) (quoting Crawn v. Campo, 630 A.2d 368, 373 (N.J. 1993), aff’d as modified, 643 A.2d 600 (N.J. 1994)).

From here on, the term “the no duty rule,” is used to mean both primary assumption of risk and the approach that holds defendants to no duty to protect plaintiffs from a sport’s inherent risks. See supra text accompanying note 72. These two doctrines are functionally identical, with the minor exception of the uncertainty about whether primary assumption of risk is part of the plaintiff’s prima facie case or an affirmative defense. See supra text accompanying note 33.

See, e.g., Crawn, 643 A.2d at 604 (adopting the no duty rule because “[o]ne might well conclude that something is terribly wrong with a society in which the most commonly-accepted aspects of play—a traditional source of a community’s conviviality and cohesion—spurs litigation”).
that recreational activities are an important part of life for many people. Indeed, the collective value of athletic participation, while impossible to quantify, is substantial. Many psychologists believe that team sports help socialize young people by immersing them in a competitive environment where they must cooperate to succeed.\textsuperscript{75} Even solitary recreational activities like skiing "provide opportunities for self-monitoring, goal-setting, problem solving, and self-reward."\textsuperscript{76} According to this approach, even the benefits of an activity like football, which occasionally kills participants,\textsuperscript{77} outweigh its risks.\textsuperscript{78} Because football involves exercise, instills discipline, and occupies a place in our cultural heritage, such a determination, while not uncontroversial,\textsuperscript{79} is defensible.

\textbf{b. The No Duty Rule as Subsidy}

Another view of the no duty rule goes farther. It claims that the no duty rule is "a policy judgment that tort law should not impose a duty where the duty would either chill participation in the activity or fundamentally alter its nature."\textsuperscript{80} This view's central insight is that a sport's benefits and risks are often intertwined. For example, skiing is worthwhile partially because it involves traveling at high speeds and negotiating moguls. A resort could make skiing safer by eliminating moguls; however, this would also reduce the sport's social value. Thus, the no duty rule frees a resort from a legal obligation to do so.\textsuperscript{81} To the extent that this version of the no duty rule immunizes conduct that might not otherwise be reasonable from liability, it bestows a sub-


\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., Segoviano v. Housing Authority, 191 Cal. Rptr. 578, 588 (Ct. App. 1983) (holding that the sport of flag football is reasonable because it is "a healthy, socially desirable organized recreational activity"), overruled on other grounds by Knight v. Jewett, 834 P.2d 696, 708 (Cal. 1992) (plurality opinion).


\textsuperscript{80} Randall v. Mammoth Mountain Ski Area, 63 F. Supp. 2d 1251, 1253 (E.D. Cal. 1999).

\textsuperscript{81} See Knight, 834 P.2d at 708.
sidy upon participants and vendors. Despite this key difference, courts often conflate the subsidy and the reasonableness rationales.

c. The No Duty Rule as “Implied Consent”

Several states follow an “implied consent” approach to the no duty rule. This version of the doctrine applies when the plaintiff engages in conduct that manifests a tacit agreement to face dangers created by the defendant, “but does not possess ‘the additional ceremonial and evidentiary weight of an express agreement.’” In these courts’ eyes, the plaintiff’s implied consent to face a specific risk relieves the defendant from a duty to protect him against it. However, courts employing the consensual approach frequently reach the same results as courts applying the pure duty approach because they generally conclude that plaintiffs did not consent to face dangers created by a defendant’s negligence.

2. Secondary Assumption of Risk

Secondary assumption of risk comes into play when the defendant has breached the duty of care. In duty-based jurisdictions, sec-

82. For example, in Distefano v. Forester, 102 Cal. Rptr. 2d 813 (Ct. App. 2001), a California appellate court applied primary assumption of risk to the sport of off-roading. The court did so despite the fact that “the very nature of the sport of off-roading is ‘driving activity that would not be countenanced on streets and highways, such as [ ] unsafe speeds, stirring up dust, [and] becoming airborne on hills,’” thereby creating “‘an inherent risk of injury, serious injury or even death.’” Id. at 1262. This does not seem like a description of a reasonable activity; yet the court held that the no duty rule barred the plaintiff’s recovery. Id. at 823-824.

83. See Stimson v. Carlson, 41 Cal. Rptr. 2d 670, 673 (Ct. App. 1992) (calling a sport a “normal . . . socially desirable activity that improves the mental and physical well-being of its participants” but also noting that “[b]y eliminating liability for unintended accidents, the [primary assumption of risk] doctrine ensures that the fervor of athletic competition will not be chilled by the constant threat of litigation”).


85. See Gyuriak, 775 N.E.2d at 394 (“[P]rimary assumption of risk occurs when an individual, by voluntarily engaging in an activity, consents to those risks that are inherent in and arise by virtue of the nature of the activity itself.”).

86. See Scott v. Pac. W. Mountain Resort, 834 P.2d 6, 14 (Wash. 1992) (holding that the plaintiff did not agree to relieve the defendant from liability for negligence).

ondary assumption of risk applies if a plaintiff's injury stems from some negligent action by the defendant that increases a sport's inherent dangers. In states that follow the implied consent approach, the doctrine is triggered by circumstances that indicate that the plaintiff did not tacitly agree to face the risk that injured him. Despite its specialized name, secondary assumption of risk is comparative fault. Thus, the jury allocates damages between the parties according to their respective culpabilities.

3. Express Assumption of Risk

The term "express assumption" of risk refers to a private agreement between parties that alters their rights and obligations under tort law. Because contract law governs such arrangements, the elimination of contributory negligence did not affect the doctrine of express assumption of risk. In theory, these waivers should offer greater protection than primary assumption of risk. Although primary assumption of risk shields vendors from damages caused by a sport's inherent risks, it still requires them to exercise reasonable care. A contractual release, on the other hand, can even insulate defendants from liability stemming from their own negligence. Courts usually find

88. See id. at 709.
89. See Scott, 845 P.2d at 14.
90. See Knight, 834 P.2d at 708.
91. Id.
92. See Tunkl v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 383 P.2d 441, 446 (Cal. 1963) (defining express assumption of risk as a "private, voluntary transaction [ ] in which one party, for a consideration, agrees to shoulder a risk which the law would otherwise have placed upon the other party").
93. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 496A cmt. c (1965); Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 2 (2003) (following second Restatement's rule); Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 195(2) (1981).
94. See, e.g., Berlangieri v. Running Elk Corp., 76 P.3d 1098, 1106 (N.M. 2003) ("Abolition of contributory negligence does not counsel in favor of abolishing the right of private parties to enter into agreements allocating the risks of injury.").
such waivers valid if they clearly convey the defendant’s intention to disclaim liability for negligence\textsuperscript{96} and do not violate public policy.\textsuperscript{97}

But waivers are no panacea for commercial recreation vendors.\textsuperscript{98} For one, they “are construed strictly against the drafter.”\textsuperscript{99} After the Vermont Supreme Court recently found that a ski resort could not contract away its duty of reasonable care, courts have become increasingly demanding about enforcing liability releases in the recreational context.\textsuperscript{100} Also, children under the age of eighteen can void other-


\textsuperscript{97} See Tunkl, 383 P.2d at 445–46 (putting forth a six-factor test for the validity of liability waivers).

\textsuperscript{98} Commercial recreational vendors typically require their patrons to sign liability waivers. See Bresnahan, supra note 16, at D6 (noting that ESPN makes all X-Games participants sign liability waivers); Lisa O’Donnell, Over the Edge: BASE Jumpers Take Their Yearly Plunge into the Void Off Bridge Over New River, Winston-Salem J. (N.C.), Oct. 27, 2003, at 1, 2003 WL 62349037 (noting that Vertical Visions, a company that organizes BASE jumping events, requires its patrons to sign liability waivers).

\textsuperscript{99} Berlangieri v. Running Elk Corp., 76 P.3d 1098, 1107 (N.M. 2003); see also Saenz v. Whitewater Voyages, Inc., 276 Cal. Rptr. 672, 677 (Ct. App. 1990) (“[D]rafting a legally valid release is no easy task. Courts have criticized and struck down releases if the language is oversimplified, if a key word is noted in the title but not the text, and if the release is too lengthy or too general, to name a few deficiencies.”); Gross v. Sweet, 400 N.E.2d 306, 311 (N.Y. 1979) (invalidating skydiving company’s waiver where the defendant “seems to have preferred the use of opaque terminology rather than suffer the possibility of lower enrollment”); Day v. Snowmass Stables, Inc., 810 F. Supp. 289, 294–95 (D. Colo. 1993) (invalidating liability release because that did not list specific risks being assumed); Eder v. Lake Geneva Raceway, Inc., 523 N.W.2d 429, 433 (Wis. Ct. App. 1994) (same result); Yauger v. Skiing Enters., 557 N.W.2d 60, 64 (Wis. 1996) (invalidating waiver promulgated by ski resort); Robert Heidt, The Avid Sportsman and the Scope for Self-Protection: When Exculpatory Clauses Should Be Enforced, 38 U. Rich. L. Rev. 381, 390–91 (2003) (“Almost every jurisdiction contains cases where courts have voided or circumvented the release and have allowed injured patrons who merely show the vendor’s negligence to prevail.”).

\textsuperscript{100} See Dalury v. S-K-I, Ltd., 670 A.2d 795, 799 (Vt. 1995) (“If defendants were permitted to obtain broad waivers of their liability, an important incentive for ski areas to manage risk would be removed with the public bearing the cost of the resulting injuries.”); Spencer v. Killington, 702 A.2d 35, 37 (Vt. 1997) (extending Dalury to informal “Ski-Bum” race); Solis v. Kirkwood Resort Co., 114 Cal. Rptr. 2d 256, 271–72 (Ct. App. 2001) (reversing trial court’s grant of summary judgment where skier signed release that was only valid on weekdays, but was injured on a Saturday); Umali v. Mount Snow, Ltd., 247 F. Supp. 2d 567, 572–75 (D. Vt. 2003) (invalidating mountain bike race organizer’s waiver under Dalury); Berlangieri, 76 P.3d at 1003 (commenting that “we cannot deny the truth of [Dalury’s] statement that recreational business operators, not their patrons, ‘have the expertise and opportunity to foresee and control hazards, and to guard against the negligence of their agents and employees’”) (quoting Dalury, 670 A.2d at 799); Hyson v. White Water Mountain Resorts, 829 A.2d 827, 829 (Conn. 2003) (holding that waiver which did not mention term “negligence” could not absolve defendant from its carelessness but reserving the issue of whether “a well drafted agreement purporting to have such an effect would be enforceable”); Mauldin v. Coupe, No. C041511, at 7 (Cal. Ct. App. Oct. 27, 2003), available at WL 224302906 (concluding that motocross track operator’s release was too broad and mislead-
Filing a lawsuit for personal injuries suffices to void a waiver for persons under the age of majority. In addition, it is well-settled that parents may not consent on behalf of their children to release a defendant from liability. Thus, in the extreme sports context, where many participants are minors, express assumption of risk provides vendors with limited protection at best. Moreover, as discussed below, many state legislatures have inadvertently eliminated a vendor’s right to be enforced. Indeed, despite widespread use of waivers, recent decades have born witness to “a sharp curtailment of the availability of some recreational activities.” Heidt, supra note 99, at 381. For example, liability concerns have caused many recreational swimming pools to take down their high dives. See Susan Levine, Fall of the High Dive, WASH. POST, July 13, 2002, at B1.


102. See Dilallo, 687 So. 2d at 357. But see Jones v. Dressel, 582 P.2d 1057 (Colo. Ct. App. 1978). In Jones, the plaintiff signed a release absolving a skydiving center from all liability when he was seventeen. Id. at 1058. However, he then attempted to skydive again after turning eighteen and was injured when the plane from which he was to parachute crashed. Id. The court held that the plaintiff had ratified the agreement by attempting to jump again after he had reached the age of majority. Id.

105. For example, eighty-five percent of all skateboarders are under the age of eighteen. See Go Figure, CHI. TRIB., July 27, 2003, at 2, 2003 WL 60112031. In addition, there is a plausible argument that while contractual loss-shifting may be appropriate where a participant takes his chances with bumps and bruises, a defendant “should not be permitted to exculpate himself from responsibility . . . where any negli-
ability to contractually disclaim liability for negligence by passing sport-specific statutes that preempt this common law prerogative.

4. Inherent Risk Statutes

Because the doctrine of assumption of risk has been in such flux, many states have attempted to protect vendors by enacting legislation that frees them from liability for injuries caused by a sport's inherent risks. These statutes cover a broad range of activities, including horseback-riding, skiing, roller-skating, and snowmobiling.

Few inherent risk statutes directly address extreme sports. However, courts interpret these statutes broadly, occasionally extending them to encompass non-traditional activities that bear a resemblance to the particular sport that is the target of the legislation. In addition, five jurisdictions have passed statutes that apply to all recreational activities. Legislation in California, North Carolina, and Illinois also exempts governmental entities from claims brought by “any person who participates in a hazardous recreational activity.”

Ironically, rather than reinforcing business entities’ safeguards against liability for sponsoring extreme sports, these statutes often de-
prive them of a formidable means of protection. Recall that express assumption of risk generally permits defendants to contract away their duty of due care unless doing so would contravene public policy. Many statutes immunize companies from suits arising from a sport’s inherent risks, yet permit suits in which the plaintiff alleges that a vendor’s negligence caused the harm. These exemptions evince clear legislative recognition of the fact that precluding negligence claims adversely impacts public safety. Therefore, courts regularly invalidate releases that claim to relieve vendors from negligence liability if a sport-specific inherent risk statute applies to the activity in question. Most recently, in Berlangieri v. Running Elk Corp., the New Mexico Supreme Court nullified a waiver that attempted to shield a horseback-riding company from damages for unreasonable conduct. The court reasoned that the state’s Equine Liability Act, which expressly permits negligence claims, “expresses in general


117. 76 P.3d 1098 (N.M. 2003).

118. Id. at 1111.
terms a public policy of our Legislature that equine operators should be accountable for injuries due to their own fault.”

Similarly, a Maine statute was intended to limit the legal responsibility of hang gliding operations. Maine courts have consistently upheld broad liability waivers. Nevertheless, although the Maine legislation immunizes companies from tort claims arising from hang gliding’s inherent risks, it also authorizes suits for “negligent facility design and operation.” A Maine court would therefore likely strike down any release that purported to insure a hang gliding outfit from the consequences of unreasonable conduct as violating the statute’s expression of public policy.

Thus, sport-specific inherent risk statutes further erode the protection that express assumption of risk offers. This incongruity underscores the need for a sound and reliable primary assumption of risk doctrine. As this Article discusses next, however, its current incarnations are inadequate when applied to high risk recreational activities.

II. Problems Applying Modern Assumption of Risk Doctrine to Extreme Sports

A. Classifying Extreme Sports Under a Negligence Regime

The doctrine of negligence was originally understood as a broad-based normative generalization. An actor’s conduct was measured against the reasonably prudent person: “a creature of the law’s imagination” who “in foresight, caution, courage, judgment, self-control, [and] altruism . . . represents . . . the general average of the community.” Jury instructions still utilize this objective standard. However, with the ascent of law and economics, reasonableness has taken a subtly different form. As the Restatement (Third) of Torts elucidates, scholars and appellate judges now often view negligence as hinging

119. Id. (citing N.M. STAT. ANN. § 42-13-4 (Michie Supp. 2003)).
120. See 32 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 32, § 15219 (West 2002).
122. See ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 32 at § 15219.
124. FRANKLIN & RABIN, supra note 63, at 50–51 (quoting 3 F. HARPER ET AL., THE LAW OF TORTS 389–90 (2d ed. 1986)).
on whether a party could have prevented an accident by taking a cost-effective precaution. This test, as famously articulated by Judge Learned Hand, states that negligence occurs when the probability of injury multiplied by the gravity of damages exceeds the price of safety measures which would have avoided the harm.

To illustrate the difficulty of applying the basic tort standard to extreme sports, consider Bridge Day, an annual BASE jumping event. Each October, a company called Vertical Visions gives participants the opportunity to parachute off of the 837-foot-high New River Gorge Bridge in Fayetteville, West Virginia. BASE jumping, which also involves leaping from cliffs, dams, and skyscrapers, is one of the riskiest activities imaginable. Because less than ten seconds elapse between the jump and landing, there is little opportunity to maneuver and no chance to deploy a reserve parachute. In fact, two weeks before last year’s Bridge Day, Dwain Weston—considered the world’s best BASE jumper—was killed during a similar event. In 2003, ninety of Bridge Day’s four hundred participants had never BASE jumped before. By the end of the event, four were hospitalized with broken bones.

Under a wholly objective conception of negligence, it is probably not reasonable to BASE jump. Although the extreme sports movement constitutes a sea change in the public perception of risk-taking, it is unlikely that twelve jurors would deem BASE jumping socially acceptable. The same is probably true for many extreme sports:

126. See Restatement (Third) of Torts: General Principles § 4 (Discussion Draft Apr. 5, 1999).
127. See United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947) (stating the famous “Hand Formula” for negligence: “if the probability [of injury] be called P; the injury, L; and the burden [of precautions] B; liability depends upon whether B is less than L multiplied by P: i.e., whether B < PL”). As Judge Posner argued ten years later, the Hand Formula “adumbrat[ed], perhaps unwittingly, an economic theory of negligence.” Richard Posner, A Theory of Negligence, 1 J. Legal Stud. 29, 32-33 (1972).
128. BASE is an acronym for building, antenna, span, and earth. The name was invented by Carl and Jean Boenish, who were later both killed while participating in the sport. See Mark Sommer, New Breed of Parachutist Dances on Disaster’s Edge, BUFFALO NEWS, June 8, 2003, at A1, 2003 WL 6450622.
129. See O’Donnell, supra note 98.
130. See Sommer, supra note 128.
131. See O’Donnell, supra note 98.
133. See O’Donnell, supra note 98.
134. Id.
motocross, in which a single accident can break a dozen bones,\textsuperscript{135} BMX, which has sent star performer Mat Hoffman to the operating table fifteen times,\textsuperscript{136} or any of the “tricked-out” skateboarding events at Tony Hawk’s Boom-Boom Huckjam, where athletes are introduced by name, hometown, and “worst recent injury.”\textsuperscript{137} But, then again, none of Bridge Day’s participants could have BASE jumped without Vertical Visions, which organized and publicized the event.\textsuperscript{138} Similarly, bungee jumpers require specialized rigs, and motocross, BMX, and skateboarding all take place in custom-built tracks or parks. If it is unreasonable to BASE jump from the New River Gorge Bridge, then surely it must be unreasonable for Vertical Visions to offer the opportunity to do so.

The cost-benefit definition of negligence complicates matters. Although the aggregate expense of BASE jumping injuries may exceed the sport’s social value, the same cost-benefit determination does not apply to each individual participant.\textsuperscript{139} To the contrary, “the judgment that a plaintiff is . . . negligent depends only on the plaintiff’s own internal calculus.”\textsuperscript{140} Measured by this utilitarian yardstick, BASE jumping is entirely reasonable for a select few. At Bridge Day, most participants released their parachutes immediately after leaping from the bridge.\textsuperscript{141} Several waited as long as six seconds—a mere 2.3 seconds before they hit the ground.\textsuperscript{142} These people, known as “risk-

\textsuperscript{135} For example, motocross competitor Cary Hart once broke fourteen bones in a single accident. See The Today Show (NBC television broadcast, July 17, 2003), 2003 WL 55605537.


\textsuperscript{137} Reilly Capps, Tony Hawk Ramps Up the Excitement, WASH. POST, Nov. 3, 2003, at C1, 2003 WL 62228247.

\textsuperscript{138} See Vertical Visions, Frequently Asked Questions (2002), at http://www.vertical-visions.com/28faq.html#6 (last accessed July 11, 2004); see also O’Donnell, supra note 98, at 3 (Each participant paid seventy dollars for the chance to jump. Vertical Visions requires patrons to have sky diving experience, but has no way to verify this information.).

\textsuperscript{139} See, e.g., Kenneth W. Simons, The Puzzling Doctrine of Contributory Negligence, 16 CARDOZO L. REV. 1693, 1719 (1995) [hereinafter Simons, Puzzling Doctrine] (arguing that “utilitarianism can certainly accommodate highly varied individual judgments of the good”); Gary T. Schwartz, Contributory and Comparative Negligence: A Reappraisal, 87 YALE L.J. 697, 715–16 (1978) (“Economics is keen on leaving to each individual the right to define and determine his goal.”) [hereinafter Schwartz, Reappraisal].

\textsuperscript{140} Id.

\textsuperscript{142} See O’Donnell, supra note 98, at 2.
preferrers," turn the negligence equation on its head. Instead of weighing risks against benefits, risk-preferrers view an activity's danger as part of its allure. For risk-preferrers, the riskier BASE jumping gets, the better. To brand BASE jumping unreasonable for a risk-preferrer is to substitute a normative judgment for a deeply-felt personal inclination. Interference with such a fully-informed, autonomous decision smacks of paternalism. As will be discussed, this is especially true when the plaintiff imposes a risk of harm only on himself.

In addition, BASE jumping may be reasonable for other Bridge Day participants. Those who have BASE jumped before may conclude on the basis of their past experience that the activity's thrill is worth the potential for injury. Again, branding the sport unreasonable with respect to these repeat players allows social norms to override the results of an individual cost-benefit calculation. However, not every repeat player makes an informed choice. Some may have jumped under safer conditions; others may not be aware of how real the odds of serious injury actually are. The cost-benefit definition of negligence takes for granted that individuals will make choices that actually further their own net good. Indeed, a decision "increases one's welfare (and indirectly, social welfare) only when it results from one's informed, voluntary choice to engage in the transaction, or when it accurately mimics the choice that one would have made under those ideal conditions." Conversely, a decision made on the basis of im-

143. See, e.g., Paula Horvath & Marvin Zuckerman, Sensation Seeking, Risk Appraisal, and Risky Behavior, 14 PERS. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 41, 41 (1993) ("High sensation seekers take risks [because they] value the rewards of the activities more than the low sensation seekers . . . . The intense reward effects of such activities may outweigh the risks for the high sensation seekers.").

144. See Rhea Wessel, Executive Health: Risk-Lovers Take Sports to the Extreme, WALL ST. J. EUR., Jan. 30, 2004, at P3, 2004 WL-WSJE 56862342. In fact, one reason extreme sports may be reasonable for high sensation seekers is because they are literally less dangerous. Indeed, "[h]igh sensation seekers may have an orienting reflex . . . and during that time, sensations are intensified and clarified, so they . . . actually can function better." Talk Nation (NPR radio broadcast, Oct. 22, 2003), 2003 WL 6674600 (statement of Garrett Soden, author of FALLING: HOW OUR GREATEST FEAR BECAME OUR GREATEST THRILL (2002)).

145. Schwartz, Reappraisal, supra note 139, at 715–16 ("When a plaintiff has idiosyncratic values, it is hardly clear that his is conduct that society should really want to prevent.").

146. See infra Part II.A.3.

147. See Jason Scott Johnston, Paradoxes of the Safe Society: A Rational Actor Approach to the Reconceptualization of Risk and the Reformation of Risk Regulation, 151 U. PA. L. REV. 747, 759 (2003) ("Smoking, overeating, hang gliding, and other risky behaviors are . . . such that the individuals who choose to engage in these behaviors get positive utility from so doing.").

perfect information introduces the potential for error and under-
mines the cost-benefit definition of negligence’s utility-maximizing
purpose.

Accordingly, Bridge Day jumpers who never engaged in the sport
before stake an even more tenuous claim to reasonableness. Although
their participation indicates that they have concluded, on some level,
that the activity is worth doing, society may not want to credit such a
choice if it does not stem from a rational deliberative process. Risk-
averse extreme sports participants inflict a net loss on society: unlike
risk-preferrers or repeat players, such individuals have no utility gain
to offset the cost of their accidents.

Therefore, it is impossible to generalize about high risk sports
without grossly oversimplifying. The traditional assumption of risk de-
fense, which barred recovery whether the plaintiff’s conduct was rea-
sonable or unreasonable, obviated this problem. As explained in the
subsections below, the modern approach presses it to the fore.

1. The No Duty Rule’s Imprimatur of Reasonableness

As mentioned, some courts believe that the no duty rule stems
from the fact that sports are inherently reasonable. Others believe
that the no duty rule represents a judgment that courts should not
impose a legal obligation that would change the way sports are
played. Because “[a] no-duty or limited-duty rule withholds scrutiny
of reasonableness,” both the reasonableness and subsidy ap-
proaches have the same effect—to brand a broad range of risky activi-
ties reasonable as a matter of law.

As argued above, extreme sports are not reasonable when offered
indiscriminately to the public. For example, compare motorcycling,
one of the riskiest socially-sanctioned activities, to the sport of
motocross. Motorcycle riders are nearly twenty times more likely to
die in accidents than car passengers. Yet despite the fact that there
are three times more motorcycles than motocross bikes, last year both
activities seriously injured the same number of people. Thus, there
is a plausible argument that society should not allow motocross at all.

149. See supra Part I.B.1.a.
150. See supra Part I.B.1.b.
153. See Motor Sport, supra note 2.
But the absurdity of the no duty rule comes into sharp relief when one recalls that not only does it beg the question of whether to permit motocross, but whether motocross is reasonable. Precluding a court from considering whether the benefits of motocross outweigh its risks for seasoned X Game competitor Mike Metzger—who has so many screws and surgical plates in his body that he is unable to pass through airport metal detectors—makes sense. On the other hand, the same rule applied to five-year-old Tyler Santos, killed on his motocross bike in July 2003, does not.

In addition, even the subsidy rationale for the no duty rule must yield to society's interest in preventing injuries at some point. Although motorcycling is extraordinarily dangerous, courts let it continue. As Gregory Keating explains,

The substantial risks of riding motorcycles are acceptable because: (1) those risks are inseparable from the activity; (2) the activity realizes values which we can imagine figuring in a plausible and defensible human life; and (3) the special, substantial risks of motorcycling are largely borne by motorcyclists, and voluntarily so.

But some recreational activities do not fulfill these criteria. For example, Russian roulette cannot be made safer without having its essential nature destroyed and it too imposes risks only on participants. Nevertheless, because the act of pointing a loaded gun to one's head and pulling the trigger does not further values that society is willing to legitimate, it is illegal. Similarly, Vertical Visions obtained a special permit for Bridge Day because BASE jumping at any other time is against the law. Paradoxically, the subsidy rationale for the no duty rule dictates that BASE jumping—though a criminal act—possesses

---


an innate value so far in excess of its social cost that a court cannot even consider whether its benefits outweigh its risks.

Indeed, courts have recognized that the no duty rule does not apply to all recreational activities. For example, in Record v. Reason, a California appellate court noted that it only applies to "sports." The court reasoned that a "sport" is as an activity that is "done for enjoyment or thrill, requires physical exertion as well as elements of skill, and involves a challenge containing a potential risk of injury." Subsequently, in Shannon v. Rhodes, another California appellate court held that simply riding in a waterskiing boat was not a "sport." The court noted that the point of being a passenger in a boat is to move from place to place. Although riding in a boat is risky, the court explained, it can easily be made safer without concomitantly reducing the activity's effectiveness as a form of transportation.

However, if the subsidy rationale for the no duty rule does not apply to being a boat passenger because its benefits exist independently of its risks, it should not apply to an activity like BASE jumping for the opposite reason. Despite the intense kinetic experience of falling off of tall structures, BASE jumping involves virtually no affirmative conduct. BASE jumpers perform one action—pulling their ripcords—during the course of an event that spans a mere ten seconds. Sky diving, by contrast, lasts about seven minutes and requires maneuvering to stay on course. Record's definition of a "sport" envisions an activity that involves exercise, challenge, and risk. Yet BASE jumping offers little more than risk itself. People play sports to stay healthy and hone their skills. People BASE jump to experience
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being "as close as you can get to cheating death." Thus, to extend the no duty rule to the activity is to subsidize pure risk-taking.

In addition, the no duty rule presupposes that certain internal and external forces limit the degree of potentially injurious conduct in recreational activities. For one, sports have rules that discourage risky behavior. The no duty rule itself also establishes an outer boundary: defendants may not increase a sport's inherent risks. However, these checks on dangerous conduct do not exist in the extreme sports context. Rule-less activities like BASE jumping, motocross, BMX, hang gliding, sky diving, bungee jumping, and rock climbing are characterized by their fluid and improvisational nature. Extreme sports participants compete within a hierarchy where willingness to gamble with physical safety is the coin of the realm. Also, the phrase "extreme," though overused by the media, generally signifies something fundamentally at odds with the duty not to increase inherent risks: that participants have taken "an established sport, and, by changing its locale, season or equipment" made it more dangerous.

In ice climbing, for example, competitors scale a frozen water
fall.175 Superior Climbing, a company that offers the sport, describes it as "rock climbing turned up a notch or two on the danger scale."176 Similarly, BASE jumping is "an extreme version of sky diving."177 Bungee jumping has evolved into "bungee bouncing."178 Given the prohibition against increasing risks, these activities should be considered legally reasonable only if a plaintiff makes a fully-informed decision to engage in them. Yet the no duty rule imposes no such requirement. Thus, as participants continue to push the envelope and sports take risky new forms, the no duty rule paints all recreational activities with the same broad strokes.

2. The Duty Not to Increase Inherent Risks and Doctrinal Incoherence

Conceptual disorder breeds doctrinal disorder. As noted, sponsoring business entities owe participants a duty not to negligently increase a sport's inherent risks.179 This section demonstrates how courts have failed to apply this rule to high risk recreational activities in a consistent manner.180

Put Brakes on Snocross Star, MIAMI HERALD, Dec. 21, 2003, at 15, 2003 WL 71419006. T.J. Gulla, the sport's preeminent competitor has broken his collarbones five times—once so severely that "splinters came through the skin." See id. 175. See Koerner, supra note 16, at 50. 176. Id. Ice climbing aficionados "expect to lose three to four friends per year" to the sport. Id.; see also Michael Ko & Sara Jean Green, Avalanche Kills Three Veteran Climbers, SEATTLE TIMES, Feb. 14, 2004, at A1, 2004 WL 58924014. BASE jumping has also evolved into two even riskier sports: "free running" and "urban exploration." In free running, participants perform acrobatics—without safety net or cables—on skyscraper ledges and monuments. See Arifa Akbar, The Latest Extreme Sport—'Free Running' Hits Britain, INDEPENDENT (London), Aug. 14, 2003, at 3, 2003 WL 60756072. Urban exploration involves prowling condemned city property. See Gregory Kirschling, Social Climbers, ENT. WKLY, July 25, 2003, at 75, 2003 WL 56001469. 177. Karen Rivedal, Jumping Professor Got Tangled in Risky Sport, Wis. St. J., Aug. 6, 2003, at 1, 2003 WL 59176482. 178. See Blankenship v. CRT Tree, No. 80907, 2002 WL 31195215, at *1 n.7 (Ohio Ct. App. Oct. 3, 2002) (defining "bungee bouncing" as "a variation of the activity of bungee jumping"). "Rather than jumping off of a high structure, the 'bouncer' wears a harness that is attached with a bungee cord to the wire cable of a crane and is hoisted off the ground. An operator then takes up and lets out the cable to create a bouncing motion for the participant." Id. (citations omitted). 179. See supra text accompanying note 72. 180. One problem is the comparative novelty of extreme sports. Defining the "inherent risks" of an extreme sport can be difficult. Indeed, as Staten v. Superior Court, 53 Cal. Rptr. 2d 657, 660–61 (Ct. App. 1996) noted, courts may be forced to make such a determination "while factually uninformed of how the sport is played and ... whether a given injury is within the 'inherent' risk of the sport ... . We all grew up with baseball and football; some of us have skated, skied, or sailed. But what of sports such as, say, ... parasailing?" Id.
Some courts have held that extreme sports providers simply owe no duty to protect patrons from the activity’s inherent risks. For example, in *Regents of the University of California v. Superior Court*, a student fell to his death during a rock climbing class. Although there was evidence that instructors had accidentally positioned four rope anchors in the same crack system—a violation of rock climbing custom—a California appellate court noted that “[f]alling, whether because of one’s own slip, a co-climber’s stumble, or an anchor system giving way, is the very risk inherent in the sport mountain climbing and cannot be completely eliminated without destroying the sport itself.” Without considering whether the instructors had “increased” the sport’s inherent risks by misplacing the rope anchors, the court barred the plaintiff’s claim under primary assumption of risk.

Yet in *Branco v. Kearny Moto Park, Inc.*, another California appellate court required more of a BMX track owner. The seventeen-year-old plaintiff was paralyzed while riding his bike on the defendant’s course. He had attempted to perform a wheelie over an obstacle called the “million dollar jump.” The plaintiff and defense experts disagreed about whether the million dollar jump was too steep. The court noted that, under the doctrine of primary assumption of risk, the track owner had no legal obligation to eliminate obstacles and jumps that are an inherent part of the sport. However, the court reasoned, the defendant did have a duty not to “create an extreme risk of injury” with the jump. Because the court determined that the plaintiff’s expert’s testimony created a disputed issue of material fact, it reversed the trial court’s grant of summary judgment for the defendant.

For example, in *Maudlin v. Coupe*, No. C041511, 2003 WL 22430206, at *2 (Cal. Ct. App. Oct 27, 2003), the plaintiff was struck by an errant motocross bike. The defendant submitted an affidavit from one of the promoters who claimed to have participated in six hundred races and viewed thousands, saying that a motorcycle leaving the course was a common event. Id. at *7. Yet the court held that it could not decide whether the defendant had increased motocross’s inherent risks because it did not have enough information about the sport. Id. at *8.
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Similarly, in *Dare v. Freefall Adventures*, the plaintiff, a veteran skydiver, was hurt when he tried to avoid colliding with a fellow skydiver. He sued both his co-participant and the skydiving company. The New Jersey Appellate Division explained that a recklessness standard applied to the co-participant, noting that "it would hardly promote 'vigorous participation' in the activity if skydivers were exposed to lawsuits when their mere negligence during descent caused an injury to a co-participant." However, the court refused to apply the recklessness standard to the skydiving company. Operators of sports facilities, the court explained, should be held to a duty not to "materially increase" the odds that the plaintiff would be injured "beyond those reasonably anticipated by skydiving participants."

Conversely, in *Lamp v. Reynolds*, a Michigan appellate court held a motocross track owner to an even higher standard of care. The plaintiff executed two liability waivers before participating in a race. After completing a jump, the plaintiff swerved off of the track and struck a tree stump that was hidden in a patch of weeds. The court upheld the trial court's determination that the defendant's failure to remove the stump constituted willful and wanton misconduct. Even though the stump stood outside the race course, the court reasoned that the defendant should have foreseen the potential for a serious accident in light of the fact that motocross riders travel at high speeds and occasionally lose control of their bikes. In addition, because state law forbade defendants from contracting to shield themselves from damages for willful and wanton misconduct, the court voided both liability releases.

Startlingly, these irreconcilable holdings hinge on the same variable: the hazardous nature of the activity that injured the plaintiff. *Re- gents* reasons that the plaintiff's decision to participate in rock climbing is sufficiently blameworthy to allocate the burden of prevent-
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ing injury entirely to him. Likewise, Dare and Branco determine that the danger inherent in sky diving and BMX racing warrants a departure from the normal duty standard of due care under all the circumstances. Branco holds a BMX track owner to a duty not to "create an extreme risk of injury." Dare determines that a sky diving facility owes a duty not to "materially increase" the odds that the plaintiff would be injured "beyond those reasonably anticipated by skydiving participants." Although Lamp also focuses on the fact that motocross is extremely dangerous, it draws the opposite conclusion. Indeed, Lamp reasons that the track owner must be especially vigilant about its patrons' safety due to the heightened chance of injury. Thus, Lamp holds that a comparatively trivial misdeed—failing to remove an obstacle several feet outside the track's perimeter—amounted not just to negligence, but to willful and wanton misconduct.

The problem, once again, is the slipperiness of the reasonableness concept in the extreme sports context. Although vendors owe a duty not to negligently increase inherent risks, in recurring factual circumstances, courts sometimes shift the duty line that separates plaintiffs from defendants, carving out special definitions of "negligence." The "baseball rule," which holds stadium owners to a duty to provide enough screened seats for the number of fans who can be expected to desire them, is one such example. The heightened

202. See Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Superior Court, 48 Cal. Rptr. 2d 922, 925–26 (Ct. App. 1996) (noting the dangers of rock climbing). Indeed, Regents seems to hold that a plaintiff who is injured by a dangerous sport's inherent risks can never recover. According to the court, because in rock climbing "a fall can occur at anytime, regardless of the negligence of one's coparticipants," the fact that the defendant misplaced the rope anchors was irrelevant. Id. at 926. This is clearly wrong. Under the duty not to increase inherent risks, the proper inquiry is not the kind of injury the plaintiff suffered, but the manner in which he was injured. A defendant's negligence violates the duty not to increase inherent risks even if it causes an injury that occurs frequently during the particular activity. Indeed, the no duty rule does not "relieve a defendant [from] liability for negligence, because inherent risks 'are not those created by a defendant's negligence but rather by the nature of the activity itself.'" Bennett v. Hidden Valley Golf & Ski, Inc., 318 F.3d 868, 877 (8th Cir. 2003) (quoting Martin v. Buzan, 857 S.W.2d 366, 369 (Mo. 1993)).
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duty of common carriers is another. Yet what makes extreme sports unique—and why courts struggle to define what constitutes reasonable care in such activities—is that they feature conduct by both parties that, considered in isolation, would justify asking them to bear a greater share of the cost of accidents. On the one hand, as Regents, Branco, and Dare recognize, the plaintiff’s decision to engage in a risky endeavor should enable defendants to reasonably undertake fewer safety precautions than might otherwise be necessary. However, as Lamp acknowledges, the defendant’s provision of a risky activity should require exercise of the utmost care. Each point of view is half-correct; together, they are wholly right. Because the duty not to increase inherent risks test centers on the meaning of “negligence” during the course of activities that already seem to be unreasonable, decisions will necessarily reflect the whims of individual judges rather than any neutral principles.

3. Extreme Sports and Secondary Reasonable Assumption of Risk

When a defendant’s breach of duty injures a plaintiff, the jury should award full damages unless the plaintiff has also been negligent. Extreme sports often hurt people who have not been careless at all. Thus, the only potential basis for reducing a plaintiff’s recovery frequently will be the bare decision to engage in a high risk sport. Of course, tort law has long imposed liability only when a litigant’s behavior falls below the standard of a reasonably prudent person. Indeed, twenty-four states and the Uniform Comparative Fault Act do not


208. See, e.g., Bethel v. N.Y. City Transit Auth., 703 N.E.2d 1214, 1214 (N.Y. 1998) (noting the rule “imposing duty upon common carriers of ‘the exercise of the utmost care, so far as human skill and foresight can go,’ for the safety of their passengers in transit”) (quoting Kelly v. Manhattan Ry. Co., 20 N.E. 385, 385 (N.Y. 1889) (emphasis supplied by Bethel).

209. See, e.g., Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Superior Court, 48 Cal. Rptr. 2d 922, 926 (noting that “[i]nherent in the sport of rock-climbing is the fact a fall can occur at anytime”).

allow a jury to reduce a plaintiff's recovery unless it first determines that his behavior was unreasonable.211 Because the decision to engage in an extreme sport cannot be unreasonable without making the defendant's provision of the sport also unreasonable, a plaintiff who is not otherwise negligent should in theory recover in full.212 This conclusion, however, does not sit well with some courts and legislatures.213 Twelve jurisdictions' comparative fault statutes either define fault broadly enough to encompass reasonable behavior or authorize juries to decrease damages based on a plaintiff's assumption of risk.214

In addition, two state supreme courts have claimed that a jury may reduce a plaintiff's recovery even for reasonable behavior. First,


211. The Uniform Comparative Fault Act provides:

"Fault" includes acts or omissions that are in any measure negligent or reckless toward the person or property of the actor or others, or that subject a person to strict tort liability. The term also includes breach of warranty, unreasonable assumption of risk not constituting an enforceable express consent . . . and unreasonable failure to avoid an injury or to mitigate damages.

UNIF. COMPARATIVE FAULT ACT § 1(b) U.L.A. (West 2004) (emphasis added).

212. Of course, a plaintiff could engage in unreasonable conduct during the sport that causes his injury. In that case, the jury could properly reduce his recovery under comparative fault. See infra, text accompanying notes 355–56.

213. The view that juries may reduce recovery on the basis of risky but not unreasonable conduct is known as "secondary reasonable assumption of risk."


In Harris v. The Ark, 810 P.2d 226, 232 (Colo. 1992), the Colorado Supreme Court held that one such statute survived an equal protection challenge despite the fact that it permitted a jury to reduce a plaintiff's recovery for reasonable conduct but conditioned a defendant's liability on unreasonable behavior. Id. at 229. The statute authorizes damage reduction when a plaintiff "voluntarily or unreasonably exposes herself to injury." Id. at 228 (quoting COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-21-111) (emphasis added). The court noted that plaintiffs' legal entitlements have never mirrored those of defendants. Id. at 231. Instead, doctrines like contributory negligence and assumption of risk traditionally precluded a plaintiff from recovering damages, but had no defendant-side analogue. Id. at 233.

in Kirk v. Washington State University, the Washington Supreme Court held that a jury could reduce a plaintiff's damages because she chose to join her university's cheerleading team. The university relocated cheerleading practices from a padded room to an Astroturf field. The plaintiff fell during a maneuver where she leapt onto the shoulders of another cheerleader. The jury found the university negligent for not supervising the practice or warning the squad about the unforgiving Astroturf surface. Yet the jury also reduced the plaintiff's damages by twenty-seven percent. On appeal, she argued that, because her conduct was reasonable, there was no basis for lowering her recovery. The court rejected this argument, opining that

> [the view] that reasonable implied assumption of risk should not serve to diminish the amount of plaintiff's recovery ... is seriously flawed. When a person's conduct under the facts is truly voluntary and when he knows of the specific risk he is to encounter, this is a form of responsibility or fault that the jury should evaluate. Those who argue that the 'jury cannot do this' have not met too many jurors.

But two years later, an unlikely source cast doubt on Kirk. In Leyendecker v. Cousins, a Washington appellate court held that a logger's decision to walk near a spinning helicopter rotor did not constitute primary assumption of risk. Then, in dicta, the court explained that because the state comparative fault statute only mentioned "unreasonable assumption of risk" as a damage-reducing factor, Kirk could not have meant what it said. Indeed, the court noted, "if a person acts reasonably, that person's conduct, ipso facto, is not negligent ... and has been, by definition, free from blame."}
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Subsequently, in *Scott v. Pacific West Mountain Resort*, the Washington Supreme Court retreated from *Kirk*. In *Scott*, the court explained that *Kirk* actually held that because the plaintiff "continued to practice on a dangerous surface, without instruction, she may have 'unreasonably assumed the risk,' i.e., have been contributorily negligent." This is, however, revisionist history: *Kirk* never mentions the possibility that the cheerleader's conduct may have been unreasonable. To the contrary, *Kirk* explicitly claims to "determine the status of implied reasonable assumption of risk." *Scott*’s reading of *Kirk* therefore suggests that the court has now abandoned the position that juries may reduce a plaintiff’s damages based on his bare decision to participate in a risky activity.

Nevertheless, later that same year, in *dicta* in *Knight v. Jewett*, the California Supreme Court cited *Kirk* for the proposition that a jury in a 'secondary assumption of risk' case would be entitled to take into consideration a plaintiff’s voluntary action in choosing to engage in an unusually risky sport, whether or not the plaintiff’s decision to encounter the risk should be characterized as unreasonable, in determining whether the plaintiff properly should bear some share of responsibility for the injuries he or she suffered.

At first blush, the notion that a jury may reduce a plaintiff’s damages based on his decision to take part in a risky recreational activity sounds logical. Common sense suggests that a plaintiff should pay for his injuries if he deliberately places himself in harm’s way. After all, if a plaintiff “engages in classic assumption of risk conduct, he is in part responsible for his injury.” In addition, comparative fault “is a flexible, commonsense concept.” Courts already force juries to balance the culpability of dissimilar conduct, such as a defendant’s strict liability and a plaintiff’s negligence. Allowing juries to compare a defendant’s negligence and a plaintiff’s risky behavior simply extends this principle.

However, despite its superficial appeal, the proposition that a jury may reduce a plaintiff’s recovery for hazardous but not unreasonable conduct is specious. First, although courts ask juries to compare the
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blameworthiness of dissimilar conduct, such as a defendant's strict liability and a plaintiff's negligence, this procedure still conditions damage reduction on negligence. Because the negligence concept embodies tort law's fundamental fairness and efficiency concerns, it cannot be dispensed with cavalierly.\textsuperscript{234} In fact, tort law should require a plaintiff to exhibit more culpability than a defendant before he is held legally accountable. A plaintiff's decision to confront a risk often endangers only himself. This is especially true in the context of extreme sports, which are "very much individual events."\textsuperscript{235} Defendants, on the other hand, hold themselves open to the public. The defendant's behavior—providing a risky sport to many people—is more likely to cause injuries than a single plaintiff's decision to participate in such an activity. If tort law must deter one of the two forms of conduct, surely it should not be that of the plaintiff that imposes fewer social costs.\textsuperscript{236}

In addition, as noted, when a defendant facilitates a plaintiff's participation in a risky sport, their conduct is closely linked. The plaintiff could never have taken part in the sport without the defendant's efforts. The defendant would not have provided the sport if the plaintiff had not chosen to participate in it. Allowing a jury to reduce a plaintiff's recovery because of his choice to engage in risky, but not unreasonable behavior is a form of plaintiffs-side strict liability.\textsuperscript{237} Yet the no duty rule allows defendants to provide an activity and avoid liability for clearly foreseeable injuries. In fact, to trigger secondary assumption of risk, not only must the defendant have been blameworthy in the same sense that the plaintiff has been—both have chosen to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{235} See, e.g., \textit{Talk Nation} (NPR radio broadcast Feb. 13, 2002), 2002 WL 3296805.
  \item \textsuperscript{236} See, e.g., Rossman v. La Grega, 270 N.E.2d 313, 317 (N.Y. 1971) ("[B]etween one whose negligent act does harm to others and one whose negligent act does harm to himself . . . the same mechanistic standard ought not to be applied undifferentially as to both."); Simons, \textit{Puzzling Doctrine, supra} note 139, at 1718. As Simons notes:
    \begin{quote}
    A victim often faces a very difficult choice: suffer a risk of harm to his own person or property, or sacrifice some other personal interest . . . . The victim has chosen to risk suffering harm, even serious personal injury. The fact that the victim has made that painful choice gives significant reason for caution before characterizing the choice as negligent. The motive of self-protection is strong: a victim's failure to respond to that motive sometimes evidences a powerful countervailing value.
    \end{quote}
  \item \textsuperscript{237} \textit{Id.} at 1702, stating:
    \begin{quote}
    A true negligence theory of contributory fault supposes that the plaintiff should have acted otherwise by taking a specified precaution; and if we do not so suppose, but we still believe that plaintiff should be disentitled from full recovery, then plaintiff's disentitlement must rest on a kind of strict liability.
    \end{quote}
\end{itemize}
involve themselves in a hazardous activity—but the defendant must have been additionally negligent as well. Therefore, despite the complete interdependence of the litigants' behavior, the legal consequences that flow from party status under such a regime are at opposite ends of the tort spectrum.\(^{238}\)

Moreover, although courts slavishly adhere to the objective reasonable person paradigm when considering an injurer's negligence, they occasionally evaluate a victim's negligence by a subjective standard. Indeed, "\(\text{[w]hatever our capacities, we are expected to exercise reasonable care when we impose risks on others, but we are allowed our weaknesses and idiosyncrasies when we are protecting ourselves from the carelessness of others.}\)\(^{239}\) For example, people with impaired mental abilities are held to an objective duty of reasonable care as defendants but a subjective standard for the purposes of evaluating their negligence as plaintiffs.\(^{240}\) Similar rules sometimes apply to victims with unusual religious convictions.\(^{241}\) Also, just as there are defense-side no duty rules, courts occasionally decline to consider the possibility of reducing a plaintiff's recovery altogether.\(^{242}\) For instance, many states hold that a plaintiff's decision not to wear a

\(^{238}\) The Restatement (Third) of Torts recognizes these concerns, but nevertheless provides that a "[p]laintiff's negligence is defined by the applicable standard for a defendant's negligence." Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 3 (2003). According to the Reporter's Note, although there is a difference between "imposing risks on oneself and imposing risks on others[,] the distinction is undermined by the fact that, if a defendant is liable for a plaintiff's injury, the plaintiff's conduct imposes financial risks on the defendant." Id. at cmt. (a). Whatever merit this reasoning has in general, it simply does not apply in the extreme sports context. A plaintiff's decision to engage in an extreme sport may "impose . . . financial risks" on a vendor, but it is also the sole source of a vendor's financial benefits. Indeed, without participants, vendors would not be in business.

\(^{239}\) Gregory C. Keating, Reasonableness and Rationality in Negligence Theory, 48 Stan. L. Rev. 311, 369 (1996) ("Tort law is only tangentially about the risks that we should impose on ourselves, but centrally about the risks that we should be permitted to impose on others.").

\(^{240}\) Id. at 371 & nn.207–208.

\(^{241}\) Id. at 371.

\(^{242}\) See Ellen M. Bublick, Comparative Fault to the Limits, 56 Vand. L. Rev. 996, 1029 (2003). Although Bublick does not mention risky sports, one such category is "when a jury could consider the plaintiff's choice to be unreasonable, but the choice is one that risks harm to the plaintiff alone, involves an aspect of plaintiff liberty or autonomy, and is not reckless." Id. at 1029–30. In these situations, "even when reasonable juries could differ as to whether the plaintiff's risk to herself was reasonable, courts may leave those decisions to the plaintiff's autonomous choice rather than to a jury decision." Id. at 1030. The example she provides is of a plaintiff who chooses to ride with an inexperienced driver. See id. (discussing Thompson v. Michael, 433 S.E.2d 853 (S.C. 1993)); see also Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 3 cmt. d (2003) (acknowledging the existence of plaintiff's-side no duty rules).
seatbelt cannot be introduced into evidence as failure to anticipatorily mitigate damages.\textsuperscript{243} In similar contexts, then, courts honor a plaintiff's choice to engage in a risky activity rather than relegating the nebulous question of its objective reasonableness to the jury.

Thus, there is no satisfactory solution to the secondary reasonable assumption of risk problem. On the one hand, it seems fair to reduce a plaintiff's recovery based on his decision to engage in an extreme sport. However, to do so would flout tort law's fundamental goal of reducing accidents. The fact that high risk recreational activities are impossible to characterize as either reasonable or unreasonable wreaks havoc with the no duty rule.

**B. Implied Consent, Waivers, and Minors**

Express assumption of risk allows a vendor to shift loss from a sport's inherent risks and its own negligence by contract. The doctrine does not apply to minors, however, because contract law regards their consent as voidable. Primary assumption of risk, on the other hand, frees vendors from a duty to protect plaintiffs against a sport's inherent risks, but forbids them from negligently increasing those risks. Some courts contend that this rule is based on the fact that sports are reasonable.\textsuperscript{244} Others believe that it represents a policy directive to avoid chilling athletic participation or altering a sport's fundamental nature. This section discusses yet another rationale for primary assumption of risk: that it stems from the plaintiff's "implied consent" to face certain dangers.

The conventional wisdom is that it does not matter whether primary assumption of risk is a quotidian duty analysis or a principle that springs from the plaintiff's implied consent. For example, in \textit{Richie-Gamester v. Berkley},\textsuperscript{245} the Michigan Supreme Court claimed that

\begin{quote}
[t]here are myriad ways to describe the legal effect of voluntarily participating in a recreational activity. The act of stepping onto the field of play may be described as 'consent to the inherent risks of the activity,' or ... participants' mutual agreement to play a game may be described as an 'implied contract' between all the participants, or a voluntary participant could be described as 'assuming the risks' inherent in the sport. No matter what terms are used, the basic premise is the same: When people engage in a recreational
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{244} See, e.g., Crawn v. Campo, 643 A.2d 600, 604 (N.J. 1994).

\textsuperscript{245} 597 N.W.2d 517 (Mich. 1999).
activity, they have voluntarily subjected themselves to certain risks inherent in that activity.\textsuperscript{246} 

The conventional wisdom is wrong. To see why, consider \textit{Scott v. Pacific West Mountain Resort}.\textsuperscript{247} In \textit{Scott}, the twelve-year-old plaintiff enrolled in skiing lessons.\textsuperscript{248} His mother signed a release exonerating the company that provided the lessons from liability for inherent risks and negligence.\textsuperscript{249} While skiing down a slalom race course, the plaintiff veered off course, struck a tow-rope shack, and suffered severe head injuries.\textsuperscript{250} His parents sued the ski school and the resort that owned the slope.\textsuperscript{251} After the trial court entered summary judgment in favor of both defendants, the Washington Supreme Court granted direct review.\textsuperscript{252} The state high court explained that although it had "upheld exculpatory clauses in favor of private parties in various high risk sports-related situations," whether a parent could waive a child's claim presented "a very different question."\textsuperscript{253} Noting the myriad of protections state law accorded children, the court joined "[n]umerous cases in other jurisdictions [that] have considered the validity of preinjury releases signed by a parent and concluded that such releases do not bar the child's cause of action."\textsuperscript{254} 

The court then considered whether primary assumption of risk barred the plaintiff's claim. The court explained that in Washington the doctrine "arises where a plaintiff has impliedly consented . . . to relieve defendant of a duty to plaintiff regarding specific known and appreciated risks."\textsuperscript{255} Combing the record, the court determined that the tow-rope shack may have been unreasonably close to the race course and that the plaintiff did not consent to face such negligence.\textsuperscript{256} Yet this should have been a foregone conclusion. After holding that the plaintiff could not expressly agree under any circumstances to relieve the defendants from liability, the court could not possibly have determined that he implicitly acquiesced to such an

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textsuperscript{246} \textit{Id.} at 523–24.
    \item \textsuperscript{247} 834 P.2d 6 (Wash. 1992). \textit{Scott's} holding on the issue of secondary reasonable assumption of risk is discussed above. \textit{See supra} Part II.A.3.
    \item \textsuperscript{248} \textit{Id.} at 8.
    \item \textsuperscript{249} \textit{Id.}
    \item \textsuperscript{250} \textit{Id.}
    \item \textsuperscript{251} \textit{Id.}
    \item \textsuperscript{252} \textit{Id.} at 9.
    \item \textsuperscript{253} \textit{Id.} at 11.
    \item \textsuperscript{254} \textit{Id.} at 12 (italics omitted).
    \item \textsuperscript{255} \textit{Id.} at 13 (italics omitted).
    \item \textsuperscript{256} \textit{Id.} at 12–16.
\end{itemize}
arrangement. Indeed, under Washington law, "the elements of proof are the same for both" express and primary assumption of risk.\(^\text{257}\)

Similarly, Florida courts employ the single term "express assumption of risk" to refer both to "contracts not to sue for injury or loss . . . as well as situations in which actual consent exists such as where one voluntarily participates in a contact sport."\(^\text{258}\) In \textit{Kuehner v. Green},\(^\text{259}\) the Florida Supreme Court drew parallels between liability releases and situations in which a plaintiff engages in an activity with well-known risks:

Express assumption of risk, as it applies in the context of contact sports, rests upon the plaintiff's voluntary consent to take certain chances. This principle may be better expressed in terms of waiver. When a participant volunteers to take certain chances he waives his right to be free from those bodily contacts inherent in the chances taken.\(^\text{260}\)

Several years later, in \textit{Dilallo v. Riding Safely, Inc.},\(^\text{261}\) a fourteen-year-old equestrian was hurt when her horse suddenly galloped into a tree.\(^\text{262}\) A Florida appellate court struck down the liability release she had signed, reasoning that the state's strong interest in protecting minors allowed her to disaffirm the contract.\(^\text{263}\) Although courts in other jurisdictions had dismissed similar claims stemming from horseback-riding accidents under primary assumption of risk,\(^\text{264}\) the \textit{Dilallo} court did not consider whether Florida's version of the doctrine applied. Nor could it. Indeed, as in \textit{Scott},\(^\text{265}\) the court's conclusion that the plaintiff could void her written promise to hold the defendant harmless would be impossible to square with the determination that she had implicitly consented to the identical arrangement. Because private exchanges maximize wealth, the law erects few impediments to contract


\(\text{258. Blackburn v. Dorta, 348 So. 2d 287, 290 (Fla. 1977). Most states call the latter circumstance "primary assumption of risk." See supra text accompanying notes 73–75.}\)

\(\text{259. 436 So. 2d 78 (Fla. 1983).}\)

\(\text{260. Id. at 80 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).}\)

\(\text{261. 687 So. 2d 353 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1997).}\)

\(\text{262. Id. at 354.}\)

\(\text{263. Id. at 357.}\)

formation. However, in the rare situation where public policy forbids the parties from binding themselves in contracts, the ban is absolute: no other doctrine can give legal effect to their intentions. Thus, express assumption of risk’s prohibitions should trump primary assumption of risk. Accordingly, in states that subscribe to the contractarian implied consent rationale, a judgment that a minor plaintiff cannot be bound by a liability waiver also defeats the primary assumption of risk defense.

This poses a severe problem for owners of recreational facilities. Children aged five to fourteen suffer sports-related injuries at more than twice the national rate. Medical expenses from these accidents total nearly $500 million. In addition, the majority of extreme sports participants are under the age of eighteen. Yet in jurisdic-

265. See Thomas W. Merill & Henry E. Smith, Optimal Standardization in the Law of Property: The Numerus Clausus Principle, 110 Yale L.J. 1, 3 (2000) (noting in contract law “there is a potentially infinite range of promises that the law will honor”).

266. See Thomas C. Galligan Jr., Contortions Along the Boundary Between Contracts and Torts, 69 Tul. L. Rev. 457, 460 (1994) (author notes that “[w]hile contract law generally turns on the idea that people can do as they choose, as long as they do not step outside its very broad contours, tort law imposes more drastic limits on individual freedom”).

267. States arguably have a stronger policy interest in striking down waivers that insulate defendants from negligently harming a child than those that simply protect them from liability stemming from an activity’s inherent risks. However, when a court strikes down a waiver, it generally invalidates the entire contract. See, e.g., Harmon v. Mount Hood Meadows, Ltd., 932 P.2d 92, 95 (Or. Ct. App. 1997) (entire release void absent intent to make invalid provision severable); Farina v. Mount Bachelor, Inc., 66 F.3d 233, 236 (9th Cir. 1995) (same result).

268. In addition to Florida and Washington, Missouri courts recognize an explicitly contractual version of the “implied consent” doctrine. See Sheppard v. Midway Sch. Dist., 904 S.W.2d 257, 261 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995) (“Implied primary assumption of risk, like express assumption of risk, is based on consent by the plaintiff, but does not possess ‘the additional ceremonial and evidentiary weight of an express agreement.’”) (quoting Kirk v. Wash. State Univ., 746 P.2d 285, 288 (1987)). However, in Bennett v. Hidden Valley Golf & Ski, Inc., 318 F.3d 868 (8th Cir. 2003), the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, applying Missouri law, upheld the trial court’s determination that primary assumption of risk barred the claim of a sixteen-year-old skier. Id. at 877. The plaintiff apparently argued that a special standard should apply to minors, but did not point the court’s attention to the conflict between express assumption of risk’s exception for minors and the state’s contractarian “implied consent” rationale for primary assumption of risk. Id. at 874 n.5.


270. See 9 Conn, Et Al., supra note 269, at 123.

271. See supra text accompanying notes 22-24. Sky diving, which is regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration, requires participants to be at least sixteen years old. See
tions that adhere to the contractarian implied consent rationale, sponsoring business entities have no means whatsoever to contractually bar tort claims brought by their largest class of patrons.

Other implied consent jurisdictions differentiate between the elements of proof required for primary and express assumption of risk. In these states, courts assert that "[p]rimary assumption of risk occurs when an individual, by voluntarily engaging in an activity, consents to those risks that are inherent in and arise by virtue of the nature of the activity itself." Because no court in these jurisdictions has addressed a minor's claim in the sports setting, it is unclear how the rule that allows minors to void contracts will affect this conceptualization of the no duty rule. On one hand, in these states, express and primary assumption of risk technically feature different types of consent: the former involves the plaintiff's agreement to waive a tort claim, while the latter involves the plaintiff's agreement to "take his chances" by taking part in an activity.

Nevertheless, there may not be meaningful differences between a child's consent to waive a tort claim and his willingness to "take his chances"—especially when the activity involves a substantial risk of harm. The rule that allows minors to void contracts stems from the fact that such individuals "lack the capacity to evaluate critically [their] own interests and desires" and "determine which of them should be encouraged rather than suppressed." Similarly, it is well-established that young people have little conception of their own mor-


272. Gyuriak v. Millice, 775 N.E.2d 391, 394 (Ind. Ct. App. 2002) (citations omitted); *see also* Rini v. Oaklawn Jockey Club, 861 F.2d 502, 510 (8th Cir. 1988) (applying Arkansas law) ("[P]rimary assumption of risk is limited to implied consent to risks that are inherent in the activity.") (italics omitted); Schneider v. Erickson, 654 N.W.2d 144, 148 (Minn. Ct. App. 2002) ("By voluntarily entering into a situation where there are well-known, incidental risks, the plaintiff consents to look out for himself and relieve the defendant of his duty.").

273. *Restatement (Second) of Torts § 496A cmt. c(1) (1965).* Ken Simons argues that "the term consent can be misleading . . . . [C]ourts characterize [a plaintiff's] behavior as consensual because they conclude that such a plaintiff is not entitled to relief, without regard to whether he intends to waive his tort claim." Simons, *Full Preference, supra* note 4, at 224–25. Of course, this provides no explanation for why courts conclude that particular plaintiffs are not entitled to relief.

tality and grossly underestimate the odds of being injured.\textsuperscript{275} Elizabeth Scott and Laurence Steinberg note that scientific evidence indicates that teens are simply less competent decisionmakers than adults, largely because typical features of adolescent psycho-social development contribute to immature judgment. Adolescent capacities for autonomous choice, self-management, risk perception and calculation of future consequences are deficient as compared to those of adults, and these traits influence decisionmaking in ways that can lead to risky conduct.\textsuperscript{276}

Thus, it is doubtful that this incarnation of the "implied consent" approach can justifiably give legal effect to the inference that a child's participation in a sport manifests his willingness to encounter certain dangers.\textsuperscript{277}

One might object that this critique would have applied equally to the subjective assumption of risk defense, which some claim was also based on consent.\textsuperscript{278} Indeed, the rule that contracts made by minors

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{275} See Thomas Grisso, \textit{The Competence of Adolescents as Trial Defendants}, 3 \textbf{PSYCHIATRY PUB. POL'v \\& LAW} 3, 19 (1997) ("Theory and research suggests that adolescents are more likely than adults to give greater weight to anticipated gains than to possible loses or negative risks."); Paul Slovic, \textit{Do Adolescent Smokers Know the Risks?}, 47 \textbf{DUKE L.J.} 1133, 1137-41 (1998) (noting that young people are aware of the dangers of smoking as a general matter, but stubbornly refuse to acknowledge that their own smoking puts them at risk).
\item \textsuperscript{276} Elizabeth S. Scott & Laurence Steinberg, \textit{Blaming Youth}, 81 \textbf{TEX. L. REV.} 799, 801 (2002).
\item \textsuperscript{277} For example, in \textit{Morgan v. State}, 685 N.E.2d 202 (N.Y. 1997), the New York high court adopted the duty-based implied consent rationale for primary assumption of risk. \textit{Id.} at 207-08. Yet, rather than using the plaintiff's implied consent as a sweeping license to allow defendants to undertake fewer safety precautions, the court explicitly tied the defendant's duty of care to the plaintiff's subjective knowledge and expectations. \textit{Id.} at 208. Thus, the court held that primary assumption of risk depends on whether a participant has "not only knowledge of the injury-causing defect but also appreciation of the resultant risk, but awareness of risk is not to be determined in a vacuum. It is, rather, to be assessed against the background of the skill and experience of the particular plaintiff." \textit{Id.} at 208 (quoting Maddox v. City of New York, 487 N.E.2d 553, 556 (N.Y. 1985) (citations omitted)). After \textit{Morgan}, New York courts shied away from applying assumption of risk to minors. See, e.g., Blanco v. Elmont Union Free Sch. Dist., 687 N.Y.S.2d 235, 238 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1999) (declining to apply primary assumption of risk to eleven-year-old plaintiff who was injured during a relay race even though "it could be argued that the [danger] was generally open and obvious").
\item \textsuperscript{278} See Knight v. Jewett, 834 P.2d 696, 715 (Cal. 1992) (plurality opinion) (Kennard, J., dissenting) ("The defense of assumption of risk, whether the risk is assumed expressly or by implication, is based on consent."); Simons, \textit{Puzzling Doctrine, supra} note 139, at 1704 ("[A]ssumption of risk [is] a doctrine that rests on the victim's consent.").

In addition, the New York Court of Appeals once analogized between primary assumption of risk and the defense of consent to an intentional tort. See Turcotte v. Fell, 502 N.E.2d 964, 968 (N.Y. 1986) (calling primary assumption of risk "the same as where the plaintiff consents to the infliction of what would otherwise be an intentional tort") (quoting \textit{PROSSER \\& KEETON, TORTS} § 68, at 480-81 (5th ed. 1984)). Notably, however, the de-
are voidable dates back to the turn of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{279} Long after it had taken root, courts saw no anomaly in barring the claims of child plaintiffs under the doctrine of assumption of risk.\textsuperscript{280}

However, the traditional assumption of risk defense was markedly different than the modern "implied consent" approach. While the former was based wholly on the plaintiff's subjective knowledge and expectations,\textsuperscript{281} the latter unequivocally mirrors contract law in the way that it focuses on the fact that the parties have "voluntarily entered into a relationship."\textsuperscript{282} In addition, the "traditional assumption of risk doctrine was much too broad"\textsuperscript{283} and applied to situations in which a purely consensual rationale would not have reached the same result.\textsuperscript{284} Thus, because courts viewed the traditional assumption of risk defense as an independent principle—and not just grounded in the plaintiff's consent—they had no reason to consider whether it conflicted with the rule that juveniles may void contracts.

Also, rather than undermining the claim that the two doctrines conflict, a review of past cases reveals that courts have consistently expressed qualms about applying assumption of risk to minors. For example, courts generally presume that adults appreciate the gravity of obvious dangers, but sometimes refuse to bar children's claims in the

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{279} See, e.g., Chambers v. Chambers, 6 So. 659, 660–61 (La. 1889) (voiding minor's contract).
\textsuperscript{280} See, e.g., Parzych v. Town of Branford, 136 A.2d 223, 225 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1957) (barring claims of minor plaintiffs who were injured when they illegally entered the defendant's cabin and experimented with gunpowder they found there).
\textsuperscript{281} See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 496A cmt. c (1965).
\textsuperscript{282} Sheppard v. Midway R-1 Sch. Dist., 904 S.W.2d 257, 261 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995); Schneider v. Erickson 654 N.W.2d 144, 148 (Minn. Ct. App. 2002).
\textsuperscript{283} Simons, \textit{Reflections}, supra note 31, at 483.
\textsuperscript{284} See Knight, 834 P.2d at 706 (Cal. 1992) (plurality opinion) (criticizing the notion that assumption of risk should be based on consent); Sugarman, \textit{Assumption of Risk}, supra note 31, at 839 (distinguishing between "consent to the physical injury" and "consent to the legal injury").
\end{quote}
same circumstances. Likewise, many states impose rigorous evidentiary burdens on defendants seeking to prove that a child plaintiff assumed the risk.

Moreover, problems with applying assumption of risk to minor plaintiffs may extend even beyond the tension between their traditional contractual protections and the consensual justification for primary assumption of risk. For example, California courts disapprove of the "implied consent" rationale and uphold liability releases signed by minors. Nevertheless, while twenty-four of the thirty-four published California appellate decisions involving adult plaintiffs in the sports setting upheld summary judgment for the defendant, only

285. For example, in Schentzel v. Philadelphia National League Club, 96 A.2d 181, 186 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1953), the court applied assumption of risk to a forty-seven year-old woman who was struck by a foul ball at a baseball game. The plaintiff had only seen the sport on television. Id. at 183. Yet the court reasoned that she must have been aware of the hazards of attending a baseball game because:

[it strains our collective imagination to visualize the situation of the wife of a man obviously interested in the game, whose children view the games on the home television set, and who lives in a metropolitan community, so far removed from that knowledge as not to be chargeable with it.]

Id. at 186. Conversely, in Atlanta v. Merritt, 323 S.E.2d 680 (Ga. Ct. App. 1984), the court declined to apply assumption of risk to bar the claim of an eight-year-old plaintiff who was injured by a foul ball because "[t]he record of the present case . . . [has] nothing in it which demands the conclusion that appellee understood the risk of occupying the place he occupied and assumed that risk." Id. at 682.

286. See, e.g., DeKalb County Sch. Dist. v. Allen, 561 S.E.2d 202, 206 (Ga. Ct. App. 2002) (noting that a seven-year-old plaintiff "can only be said to have assumed the risk if the danger was patent, obvious, and known to her and she was able to appreciate and avoid it"); Balt. Gas & Elec. Co. v. Filippo, 705 A.2d 1144, 1157 (Md. 1998) (upholding trial court's refusal to give assumption of risk instruction in case where eleven-year-old plaintiff was electrocuted after climbing the defendant's utility pole); Superskate, Inc. v. Nolen, 641 So. 2d 231, 237 (Ala. 1994) ("the question whether a child plaintiff is capable of assumption of the risk . . . requires an even higher burden on the defendant"); Schorah v. Carey, 331 A.2d 383, 385 (Del. 1975) ("requiring a 'reasonable certitude,' that there is no issue of fact as to whether the child appreciated the full risk involved") (emphasis in original).

287. See Knight, 834 P.2d at 706 (Cal. 1992) (plurality opinion).

288. See Aaris v. Las Virgenes Unified Sch. Dist., 75 Cal. Rptr. 2d 801, 805 (Cal. App. 1998). This is far and away the minority rule. See supra text accompanying note 101.

six of the fifteen cases brought by child plaintiffs reached that result.\textsuperscript{290} In an early important article on assumption of risk, John Diamond noted that jurisdictions that take different approaches to

\begin{verbatim}


Cases which denied summary judgment include Kahn v. E. Side High Union Sch. Dist., 75 P.3d 30, 44 (Cal. 2003) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to fourteen-year-old plaintiff injured during swim meet); Childs v. County of Santa Barbara, 8 Cal. Rptr. 3d 823, 827 (Ct. App. 2004) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to eleven-year-old riding scooter); Giardino v. Brown, 120 Cal. Rptr. 2d 77, 87 (Ct. App. 2002) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to eleven-year-old plaintiff injured when her horse spooked); Shannon v. Rhodes, 112 Cal. Rptr. 2d 217, 224 (Ct. App. 2001) (holding that primary assumption of risk does not apply to six-year-old plaintiff who fell out of water-skiing boat but reserving question as to whether the doctrine could ever apply to a child that young); Bjork v. Mason, 92 Cal. Rptr. 2d 49, 50 (Ct. App. 2000) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to fifteen-year-old plaintiff struck by tow-rope while riding in inner tube being pulled by powerboat); Campbell v. Derylo, 89 Cal. Rptr. 2d 519, 521 (Ct. App. 1999) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to an eleven-year-old skier struck by defendant's snowboard); Branco v. Kearny Moto Park, Inc., 43 Cal. Rptr. 2d 392, 399 (Ct. App. 1995) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to seventeen-year-old BMX bike rider); Wattenbarger v. Cincinnati Reds, 33 Cal. Rptr. 2d 732, 736 (Ct. App. 1994) (primary assumption of risk does not apply to seventeen-year-old plaintiff who was injured during baseball tryout); Lucas v. Fresno Unified Sch. Dist., 18 Cal. Rptr. 2d 79, 79–80 (1993) (primary assumption does not apply to ten-year-old plaintiff injured while engaging in an impromptu game that involved throwing dirt clods).

\end{verbatim}
assumption of risk sometimes reach identical results in certain clusters of cases. Diamond posited that this "suggests the possibility that there are normative principles governing the appellate courts that are not articulated in the current alternative doctrine." California’s lenient treatment of minors may reflect a “normative consensus” that barring such plaintiffs’ claims under primary assumption of risk embodies outmoded tort principles. At the very least, on a pragmatic level, this suggests that vendors cannot rely on either express or primary assumption of risk to bar claims brought by child plaintiffs. Accordingly, a standard that would allow vendors greater certainty but also incorporates the fairness concerns noted above is proposed by this Article.

III. Proposal: The Duty to Inform

The fact that extreme sports are impossible to classify as either reasonable or unreasonable creates many problems. This section contends that holding purveyors of such activities to an additional duty to take reasonable steps to inform participants of an activity’s danger would eliminate these difficulties. This minor doctrinal adjustment would allow vendors to cater solely to risk-preferrers and other sensation-seekers. Warnings would sort out this class of participants in the fairest possible manner: by letting them vote with their feet. Although what suffices as reasonable information would depend on the circumstances, it should be geared towards assisting potential extreme sports participants in making a measured judgment about whether a particular activity is worthwhile. Therefore, at a bare minimum, warnings should contain statistical information about the sport’s injury rates. In turn, an individual’s decision to engage in an activity despite full

291. See Diamond, supra note 62, at 741–42.
292. Id. at 742. Similarly, Peter Schuck has suggested that “assumption of risk, notwithstanding its ostensible and legally institutionalized character as a ‘fact,’ is in reality a culturally constructed and highly normative doctrine, one that is highly responsive to changing social values.” Schuck, supra note 148, at 912.
293. Diamond, supra note 62, at 741.
294. The period in which jurisdictions adopted duty-based approaches to assumption of risk witnessed a “collection of . . . cases [that] could be referred to as ‘plaintiffs’ greatest hits.’” Gary T. Schwartz, The Beginning and the Possible End of the Rise of Modern American Tort Law, 26 Ga. L. Rev. 601, 603 (1992). Indeed, these changes included abolition of the contributory negligence defense and the recognition of the doctrine of strict products liability. See, e.g., Greenman v. Yuba Power Prods., Inc., 377 P.2d 897, 900 (Cal. 1962). In addition, many jurisdictions streamlined complex landowner duty rules into all-encompassing standards of reasonable care under all the circumstances. See, e.g., Rowland v. Christian, 443 P.2d 561, 564 (Cal. 1968). In light of these pro-plaintiff changes, many judges may feel that applying assumption of risk to children is anachronistic.
knowledge of its dangers indicates that, for him, its benefits outweigh its risks. This kind of deliberate cost-benefit balancing fully accords with the utility-maximizing purpose of tort law. In addition, there is a strong argument that providing high risk sports to a self-selected group of willing participants is normatively reasonable. Thus, because conditioning participation in a risky activity on unambiguous acceptance of its dangers is also reasonable, defendants would ensure that they too would come down on the right side of the negligence line. Accordingly, the duty to inform would introduce extreme sports into the reasonableness concept.

Admittedly, this proposal rests on a series of sweeping behavioral assumptions. Treating a plaintiff's informed decision to engage in an activity as evidence that he has consciously weighed risks and benefits ignores the fact that even people who are aware that injuries occur in certain activities often systematically underestimate the chance of being personally affected. Also, people who are prone to making rash or impulsive decisions may wrongly decide that engaging in a particularly risky activity maximizes their net "good." Finally, situational pressures—such as disapproval from one's peers or the inconvenience of canceling plans at the last minute—might cause people to participate in a dangerous activity despite their better judgment.

But these criticisms are less persuasive than they first seem. First, the no duty rule subscribes to an even farther-reaching assumption:

---

295. See Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, The Uncertain Psychological Case for Paternalism, 97 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1165, 1180 (2003) (noting that while "smokers overestimate the link between lung cancer and smoking in general, they simultaneously underestimate their own risk of dying from lung cancer"); Russell B. Korobkin & Thomas S. Ulen, Law and Behavioral Science: Removing the Rationality Assumption from Law and Economics, 88 Cal. L. Rev. 1051, 1091 (2000), noting:

> Even when actors know the actual probability distribution of a particular event, their predictions as to the likelihood that that event will happen to them are susceptible to the ‘overconfidence bias’: the belief that good things are more likely than average to happen to us and bad things are less likely than average to happen to us.

296. The potential for poor decision-making may be accentuated by the "conformation bias, . . . which is 'the tendency to seek information to confirm our original hypotheses and beliefs.'" Cass R. Sunstein, What's Available? Social Influences and Behavioral Economics, 97 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1295, 1310 (2003) (quoting ELLIOT ARONSON, THE SOCIAL ANIMAL 147 (6th ed. 1992)). Thus, people who make rash decisions may not internalize even strongly-worded warnings.

297. See Jon Hanson & David Yosifon, The Situation: An Introduction to the Situational Character, Critical Realism, Power Economics, and Deep Capture, 152 U. Pa. L. Rev. 129, 136 (2003) ("Our proclivity is to under-estimate the role of situational influences, and to over-estimate the influence of individual dispositions in explaining people's behavior" is commonly known as "fundamental attribution error.").
that the benefits of any sport outweigh its risks. Also, the objections noted above do not apply to risk-preferrers, who clearly gain positive utility from engaging in dangerous sports.\textsuperscript{298} In addition, research about the way people process information suggests that warnings may be an accurate way to sort out the risk-averse from other participants. For example, because of a cognitive illusion known as the "availability heuristic," people tend to overestimate the incidence of high-profile accidents.\textsuperscript{299} The media blitz that propelled extreme sports to prominence has emphasized their risk of serious injury.\textsuperscript{300} Thus, it is doubtful that extreme sports participants would underestimate the likelihood of being hurt, especially when confronted with specific data about an activity. Psychologists have also documented that perceptions of an activity's risks generally lower an activity's perceived benefit.\textsuperscript{301} Forcing people to make decisions under time pressure accentuates this phenomenon.\textsuperscript{302} Thus, there is good reason to believe that individuals will not follow through with an initial decision to engage in an extreme sport—despite peer pressure or the hassle of bowing out at the last minute—unless they truly believe that the activity's benefits outweigh its risks.

Furthermore, despite the exact same flaws, tort law recognizes a duty to inform in two similar contexts. Dangerous medical procedures are difficult to label as either reasonable or unreasonable. Health care, of course, possesses enormous social value. Yet many forms of treatment also hold the potential for serious adverse effects. Tort law resolves this conflict through the doctrine of informed consent, which requires doctors to disclose the material risks involved with each po-

\textsuperscript{298} See supra text accompanying notes 143–44.

\textsuperscript{299} The "availability heuristic" refers to the idea that people tend to "rely on the ease to which an instance of a target event can be called to mind," and thus over-estimate the occurrence of high-profile events. See Jeffrey J. Rachlinski & Cynthia R. Farina, Cognitive Psychology and Optimal Government Design, 87 CORNELL L. REV. 549, 556 (2002).

\textsuperscript{300} See Ramsey, supra note 18, at 1650 (noting that despite widespread media representations to the contrary, "scholastic football causes fatal injury or paralysis more often than rock climbing or sky diving"); Moore, supra note 271 (noting that thirty-five people in the United States were killed last year while sky diving); Jen Fish, Woman Recorded Her 200th Skydive Before Fatal Jump, PORTLAND PRESS HERALD, July 6, 2002, at 1, 2002 WL 3881112.

\textsuperscript{301} See Jon D. Hanson & Douglas A. Kysar, Taking Behavioralism Seriously: The Problem of Market Manipulation, 74 N.Y.U. L. REV. 630, 671 (1999) ([W]here a risk is perceived as posing high costs, it tends also to be perceived as posing low benefits . . . ).

tential course of action.\textsuperscript{303} Although the doctrine originally rested on the fiction that an unwanted medical procedure was a battery, courts eventually incorporated the obligation to educate the patient as one aspect of the physician's overarching duty of reasonable care.\textsuperscript{304} It is only by facilitating the plaintiff's informed choice that the physician's actions become reasonable. Likewise, manufacturers of dangerous products do not fit neatly into the negligence concept. Many goods—chainsaws, prescription drugs, and household chemical cleaners, for instance—both serve important societal functions and frequently cause grave injuries. Again, tort law places the onus on the manufacturer to provide reasonable warnings about the product's risks.\textsuperscript{305} In sharp contrast to the no duty rule, these two doctrines reflect the "well established . . . cognate notion that consent must be informed or knowledgeable in some meaningful sense if we are to accord it legal or moral significance."\textsuperscript{306}

\textsuperscript{303} See, \textit{e.g.}, Pettengill \textit{v. United States}, 867 F. Supp. 380, 383 (E.D. Va. 1994) ("[T]he doctrine of informed consent . . . requires physicians to 'disclose to patients the alternative to and risks of a particular treatment.'") (quoting Bly \textit{v. Rhoads}, 222 S.E.2d 783, 785 (Va. 1976)).

\textsuperscript{304} See, \textit{e.g.}, Matthies \textit{v. Mastromonaco}, 733 A.2d 456, 460–61 (N.J. 1999) (while "[t]he physician's need to obtain the consent of the patient to surgery derived from the patient's right to reject a nonconsensual touching," many courts now believe that "the decisive factor is not whether a treatment alternative is invasive or noninvasive, but whether the physician adequately presents the material facts so that the patient can make an informed decision."). \textit{But see} Kenny \textit{v. Wepman}, 753 A.2d 924, 926 (R.I. 2000) (limiting the doctrine to surgical procedures under the battery rationale).

\textsuperscript{305} See Deviner \textit{v. Electrolux Motor}, 844 F.2d 769, 773 (11th Cir. 1988) (holding that chainsaw manufacturer discharged its duty to warn by informing the plaintiff's employer about its risks); Figueroa \textit{v. Boston Scientific Corp.}, 254 F. Supp. 2d 361, 371 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (finding the existence of material facts as to whether manufacturer discharged duty to warn); Zeigler \textit{v. CloWhite Co.}, 507 S.E.2d 182, 184 (Ga. Ct. App. 1998) (reversing trial court's determination that maker of lemon-scented bleach had no duty to warn about its dangerous propensities); Robert G. Knaier, \textit{Note, An Informed-Choice Duty to Instruct? Liriano, Burke, and the Practical Limits of Subtle Jurisprudence}, 88 \textit{CORNELL L. REV.} 814, 820 (2003) ("Warnings and instructions not only inform consumers as to how to use or consume a product more safely, but also provide consumers with information from which to decide whether to use or consume the product at all.") (italics omitted).

For example, in \textit{Prince \textit{v. Parachutes, Inc.}}, 685 P.2d 83 (Alaska 1984), a sky diver broke his neck while using a specialty parachute with a triangular-shaped canopy that was manufactured by the defendant. The Alaska Supreme Court reversed the trial court's grant of summary judgment for the defendant, noting that the record did not establish whether the company had done enough to highlight the fact that the parachute was not suitable for novice sky divers. \textit{Id.} at 88.

\textsuperscript{306} Schuck, \textit{supra} note 148, at 900. Of course, there are meaningful differences between medicine, dangerous products, and high-risk sports. Doctors have fiduciary relationships with their patients; their decisions also directly impact a patient's physical integrity. Product manufacturers, on the other hand, only interact at arm's length with customers. However, as Peter Schuck argues, tort law accommodates these concerns by requiring doc-
A. Defining “Extreme Sports”

The term “extreme sport” is “increasingly amorphous.” Indeed, it has been used to describe forms of motorcycle racing, bull riding, running, diving, surfing and even pogo-stick-hopping. Thus, an important threshold issue is for which recreational activities the proposed rule should govern.

Judges already are tasked with determining which recreational activities are “sports.” Employing similar principles, courts should decide which activities qualify as “extreme sports” as a matter of law. This determination should reflect the duty to inform’s objective of bringing activities that are difficult to classify as reasonable back within the ambit of the negligence concept. Thus, extreme sports should include

tors to discharge significantly more onerous duties to warn than sellers of dangerous products. Id. at 920-23. Indeed, doctors must discuss the risks and benefits of all possible treatment methods, while products manufacturers may simply rely on mass-produced warnings to discharge their duty of due care. Id. at 922. Thus, this Article’s proposed standard would account for the vast difference between medicine and high risks sports by holding purveyors of such activities to a less arduous duty to inform patrons of an activity’s danger.


313. See Ramsey, supra note 18, at 1648 & 1648 n.36 (noting that a contestant on MTV’s “Jackass” knocked himself out on “a state of the art pogo stick that allows users to do a double rotation”).

activities like BASE jumping, which do not possess the same bundle of virtues—exercise, teamwork, and skill-building—that make most other sports reasonable. The extreme sports label should also extend to activities like motocross, which exact an enormous social cost by injuring so often. Courts should therefore define extreme sports as recreational activities in which risk is the primary allure or those where serious injuries occur frequently enough to cast doubt on the sport's reasonableness. Finally, this inquiry should focus on the precise nature of the activity in question. Thus, BMX may not be an extreme sport when it involves the relatively tame goal of leaping over small objects on flat surfaces, but may be an extreme sport when offered on a course laden with moguls, obstacles, and steep embankments.

B. Benefits of the Proposed Rule: Integrating Extreme Sports into the Negligence Regime

1. Balancing Autonomy and Accident Prevention

A duty to inform would strike a better balance between individual autonomy and accident prevention than the no duty rule. Recent studies have legitimized risk-preference by suggesting that it has a physiological basis. In addition, researchers have discovered "[t]hat much antisocial and self-destructive conduct springs from the wish for sensation." Preserving opportunities for recreational risk-taking helps funnel such behavior into socially-acceptable outlets. Individuals also possess powerful claims to further their sovereign values as they see fit. At the same time, however, a chief purpose of the tort system is to discourage excessively risky behavior.

One manner in which the no duty rule attempts to accommodate this tension is by determining that all sports are reasonable as a matter of law. This approach only makes sense when applied to traditional recreational activities, which boast tremendous social value and in which well-established conventions limit the universe of potentially injurious conduct. Extreme sports are markedly different. Yet the no

315. The sport began as such. See Clark, supra note 21.
316. This sport now generally takes this form. See Josh Ward, BMX Enjoys Renaissance: Competition is Thrilling, Sport's Participants Say, DAILY OKLAHOMAN, Apr. 27, 2003, at 10C, 2003 WL 17310559.
317. See supra text accompanying note 137.
318. Heidt, supra note 99, at 442.
320. See supra Part II.A.2.
duty rule dubiously concludes that the benefits of any sport outweigh its risks, regardless of its particular circumstances or the characteristics of the participant. This blanket assumption is especially problematic in light of the fact that marketing experts predict that extreme sports will feature an increasingly diverse clientele in coming years.\footnote{321} The duty to inform would add a necessary disincentive to offset the heightened risk of injury in such activities. The ability to distinguish between risk-preferrers, those who value sensation-seeking, and the risk-averse will be particularly valuable as the extreme sports demographic expands.

The no duty rule also sometimes excuses defendants from taking safety measures that "would require that an integral part of the sport be abandoned, or would discourage vigorous participation in sporting events."\footnote{322} Notably, this justification for the no duty rule does not try to weigh autonomous interests against accident prevention at all. However, this rationale contains a limiting principle: courts should be able to ask defendants to take precautions that would not affect the way a sport is played. The duty to inform is precisely that kind of step. By merely changing vendors' pre-activity interactions with customers, it would allow extreme sports to stay on the market in unadulterated forms. The proposed regime would thus deter unreasonably risky conduct without diminishing autonomy values or altering the way dangerous recreational activities are conducted.

2. Providing a Sound and Reliable Basis for Barring Claims

One of the most remarkable aspects of the current state of the law is that it manages both to be unnecessarily harsh to plaintiffs and yet not offer vendors a predictable mechanism for barring unmeritorious lawsuits. The no duty rule does not require sponsoring business entities to take additional precautions for risky activities. At the same time, despite the no duty rule and an arsenal of waivers and inherent risk statutes, sponsoring businesses remain at the mercy of an area of

\footnote{321. See Jamie Doward, The World Turned Upside Down, The Observer (Eur.), Apr. 6, 2003, at P46, at 1, 2003 WL 17842328 ("You see more and more people getting involved because the sports continue to grow, people are starting these sports younger and advertisers want that demographic.") (statement of Melissa Gullotti, ESPN Director of Media Services); Kellie Dixon, X Games Continuing to Mature, Ariz. Rep., August 16, 2003, at C1, 2003 WL 61274413 (noting that the National Sporting Goods Association is reporting a seventy percent increase in age twelve and under participation in skateboarding since 1992); Sarah Treffinger, A Way of Life: People of All Ages Flock to Action Sports Looking for Speed, Fun or a Natural High, Plain Dealer (Cleveland, Ohio), Sept. 7, 2003, at 1, 2003 WL 2873479.}

\footnote{322. Kahn v. E. Side Union High Sch. Dist., 75 P.3d 30, 38 (Cal. 2003).}
law that often generates unpredictable results. Under the proposed rule, in the absence of additional negligence, a fully-informed extreme sports participant’s claim will fail. However, this result will flow not from a perceived need to subsidize high risk sports or a mechanical determination that a participant’s decision to take part in the activity manifests his consent to face its dangers, but rather from the fact that the defendant has done nothing unreasonable. Grounding the no duty rule in the tenets of reasonableness would provide a superior rationale for barring claims.

a. Putting the Emphasis Back on Tort’s Basic Standard

The reasonableness concept dominates torts. Deviations from the rule that liability attaches when a defendant’s unreasonable conduct proximately causes a plaintiff’s injury are few and far between. Yet to the extent that the no duty rule shields defendants from the legal consequences of an activity that would otherwise be tortious, it subsidizes their conduct. The more the sport in question departs from the reasonableness standard, however, the harder it becomes to justify such an entitlement. Indeed, it makes little sense to subsidize activities that do not confer powerful benefits in return.

It is little wonder that courts have occasionally expressed qualms about extending the subsidy rationale to especially dangerous sports. For example, in Foronda v. Hawaii Intern. Boxing Club, a Hawaii appellate court reluctantly applied the no duty rule to a tort suit brought against a boxing promoter for a participant’s death. The court noted that the purpose of the no duty rule was to avoid putting “burdens on the free and vigorous participation in the sport.” Yet the court was troubled by the “unique nature of the sport of boxing.” Nevertheless, the court’s concerns about extending the no duty rule to conduct that “[i]n any other context . . . would be . . . criminal” evaporated when it considered the fact that the plaintiff was an experienced boxer who had continued to participate after experiencing the sport’s risks first-hand. Thus, one reading of Foronda is that the court ap-

324. See Sugarman, Assumption of Risk, supra note 31, at 844.
326. Id. at 841.
327. Id.
328. Id.
329. Id. at 842 (noting that the plaintiff “was not a complete neophyte” who had both been knocked out and knocked others out).
plied the no duty rule in order to subsidize the sport of boxing. But this interpretation is hard to square with the court's misgivings about the activity. A better reading is that the court barred the plaintiff's negligence claim because boxing was reasonable for him, thus making the defendant's provision of the sport reasonable as well.\footnote{330}{That courts are more comfortable applying a reasonableness rationale than a subsidy rationale in high risk sports cases explains why they frequently highlight the plaintiff's experience with a particular sport. For example, in \textit{Dare v. Freefall Adventures}, 793 A.2d 125 (N.J. 2002), the court noted that the plaintiff had parachuted 137 times. \textit{Id.} at 128. Although this would have been a dispositive fact under the traditional assumption of risk defense, see \textit{supra} text accompanying note 44, it is largely irrelevant for duty analysis, which centers on the "relationship between the parties," not the plaintiff's subjective impressions. See, e.g., \textit{Crawn v. Campo}, 643 A.2d 600, 604 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1994). Thus, \textit{Dare}, like \textit{Foronda}, can also be explained by the fact that sky diving was reasonable for the plaintiff, thereby making the defendant's provision of sky diving also reasonable.}

\textbf{b. Stabilizing the Duty Not to Increase Inherent Risks Inquiry}

Courts have struggled to apply the duty not to negligently increase inherent risks to high risk sports because it is difficult to define what constitutes "negligence" during the course of activities that cause injuries so often.\footnote{331}{\textit{See supra}, Part II.A.2.} The duty to inform would solve this problem by aligning the parties' conduct in the first instance. Under the proposed rule, both a properly-warned plaintiff's decision to take part in a risky sport and the defendant's facilitation of the activity would be reasonable. Requiring vendors to take an additional, pre-activity safety measure would assuage some of the concerns that animated the \textit{Lamp} court, which found a motocross track owner's failure to remove a hidden obstacle culpable enough to constitute willful and wanton misconduct.\footnote{332}{\textit{See Lamp v. Reynolds}, 645 N.W.2d 311, 314 (Mich. Ct. App. 2002).} Although such a lapse would still be classically negligent conduct, a court would be less likely to assign such a high degree of blame to a vendor that initially ensured that all participants were aware of the incidence of accidents during the sport. Courts generally consider a defendant's risk-creation to be less blameworthy if the defendant took steps to make sure the plaintiff knew of the danger.\footnote{333}{\textit{Restatement (Third) of Torts: General Principles} § 3 cmt. c (2000) ("Whether the defendant reasonably believes that the plaintiff is aware of a risk and voluntarily undertakes it may be relevant to whether the defendant acted reasonably.").} Although the duty to inform would saddle sponsoring business entities with an additional obligation, it would also reduce the odds of courts finding them guilty of gross negligence or willful and wanton misconduct. As \textit{Lamp} illustrates, vendors have strong incentives to
avoid being deemed culpable at that level because such determinations override otherwise valid liability waivers.\textsuperscript{334}

In addition, the duty to inform would allow courts to articulate specific criteria for what it means to negligently increase a hazardous sport’s inherent risks without sidestepping powerful fairness concerns. Under a negligence analysis, even a vendor's minor carelessness would create a high probability of grave injury and thus be unreasonable. \textit{Branco} and \textit{Dare} therefore establish tests for negligence that allow vendors to make trivial mistakes and still avoid liability, respectively holding them to duties not to “create an extreme risk of injury”\textsuperscript{335} and not to “materially increase” the odds of injury “beyond those reasonably anticipated by skydiving participants.”\textsuperscript{336} But because the no duty rule does not impose an obligation on sponsoring business entities to sort out participants who would not take part in an extreme sport if they were aware of the risk of injury, shifting the duty line in this manner further immunizes unreasonable conduct from liability. By creating a trade-off whereby vendors must take an additional \textit{ex ante} precaution in return for the protection of specialized duty rules during the course of the activity, the duty to inform would place \textit{Branco} and \textit{Dare} on solid ground.

A related problem is that many extreme sports seem to be precisely what the duty not to increase inherent risks prohibits: traditional recreational activities that have been modified to accentuate their dangerous attributes. However, while the duty not to increase inherent risks forbids a vendor’s operational negligence, it apparently does not proscribe \textit{intentionally} increasing a sport’s inherent risks. Not accounting for intentional risk-creation allows a great deal of risky conduct to go undeterred. Thus, the no duty rule distinguishes between reasonable and unreasonable mascot behavior at a baseball game\textsuperscript{337} and reasonable and unreasonable signpost placement on a ski run\textsuperscript{338}. Yet it treats skateboarding as a singular enterprise, whether it takes place on the street or a skate-park’s half-pipe—a U-shaped ramp where an accident is like “jumping off of a four-story building.”\textsuperscript{339} The duty to inform would take these shifting levels of risk into

\textsuperscript{334} Id.
\textsuperscript{338} See Van Dyke v. S.K.I. Ltd., 79 Cal. Rptr. 2d 775, 779 (Ct. App. 1998).
account by letting participants make informed choices between a sport's myriad of forms. Within a few parameters, a participant's informed consent should make a sport with intentionally increased risks reasonable. In addition, by instituting disclosure requirements, the duty to inform would discourage the risk-averse from participating in activities with intentionally-increased risks.

c. Resolving Minors' Claims

The conflict between contractual protections enjoyed by minors and primary assumption of risk means that vendors in some jurisdictions cannot bar the claims of child plaintiffs. Courts in other states seem to recognize this tension on an intuitive level. This subsection contends that the duty to inform would solve this problem. However, a doctrinal caveat is necessary: a sponsoring business entity must provide information to both a minor and his parents to discharge its legal obligation. Because the duty to inform assumes that participants will make choices that effectuate their internal cost-benefit balancing, requiring parental approval would avoid placing this decision in the hands of individuals who may be incapable of fully understanding the ramifications of their decision.

Courts should insist upon parental approval even in jurisdictions that do not allow parents to waive a child's tort claim. Without such a system, sponsoring business entities in some states would have no means whatsoever to combat tort claims. In addition, the rule that parents cannot waive a child's tort claim touches upon a general distrust of liability releases. Seizing upon defects in language or presentation, courts often invalidate waivers even in light of clear evidence that the plaintiff knew the legal effect of the document. Underlying popularity in the 1970s as a street-based sport. Eventually, participants began skating in abandoned swimming pools. See Jenkins, supra note 23.

340. Of course, some activities, like Russian roulette, may be so far removed from furthering values that society is prepared to recognize that, even with informed consent, they will not be reasonable.
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these decisions is a reluctance to place too much significance on an agreement not to sue. For many people, recourse to the courts is an abstraction, easily surrendered. However, a decision reached by a parent and a child in concert to face a particular sport's specific, enumerated hazards is more meaningful than a parent's release of a child's tort claim. Thus, there is nothing inconsistent in forbidding parents from waiving a child's tort claim but giving legal effect to the child's fully-informed decision, with parental imprimatur, to take part in an activity.

In turn, the duty to inform would become the cornerstone of a far more forceful doctrine. The current implied consent justification for primary assumption of risk posits that any time an individual participates in a sport, he agrees “to take his chances.” Yet commentators have long complained that “the nature of this ‘agreement’ is woefully ambiguous.” The unacceptable level of generality at which the consensual rationale for the no duty rule operates may explain its ineffectiveness when applied to minors. High risk sports compound the problem: it is one thing to “take chances” with bumps and bruises and another thing entirely to “take chances” with serious injury or death. The duty to inform would substitute a far more specific inquiry—whether the plaintiff chooses to engage in an activity despite knowing how frequently injuries occur—for the vague notion of consent upon which the current doctrine rests. As such, the no duty rule would become a far more significant doctrine: one that judges may apply in good conscience to plaintiffs of all ages.

3. Facilitating Fault Comparison

When a vendor's negligence injures an otherwise non-negligent extreme sports participant, the no duty rule forces courts to choose between two flawed options. First, courts can let juries reduce the plaintiff's recovery under secondary reasonable assumption of risk. This approach does violence to basic tort principles. In fact, it is exactly backward: a plaintiff's decision to engage in a risky sport endangers only himself, while a sponsoring business entity's provision of the sport imperils many others. Courts can also allow the plaintiff to

(Cal. Ct. App. Oct 27, 2003) (concluding that motocross track operator's release was too wordy and complex to be enforced).
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recovery full damages. Because the plaintiff has consciously decided to gamble with his physical integrity, however, this approach seems inequitable.

This unfortunate dichotomy is a result of the fact that the law currently forges no relationship between a sponsoring business entity's efforts to discharge its legal obligation and the reasonableness of the plaintiff's decision to engage in a dangerous sport. The no duty rule frames a defendant's task in negative terms: not to increase risks. A vendor may diligently fulfill this responsibility or completely disregard it. Either way, the defendant's actions have no bearing on the culpability of the plaintiff's choice to take part in the activity. Juries in states that allow damage reduction based on risky but not unreasonable conduct will thus always be forced to compare two different forms of behavior, each conducted in a vacuum. Quantifying and comparing the blameworthiness of a vendor's design choices or operational conduct and an individual's predilection for risk will always possess a distasteful ad hoc quality.

The duty to inform would bridge this gap by placing the parties' behavior on a continuum. Indeed, the degree to which a defendant discharges its duty would directly impact the reasonableness of a plaintiff's decision to participate in the activity. Under the cost-benefit definition of reasonableness, both a vendor that provides insufficient warnings and a plaintiff who would not have engaged in a sport if he had been fully aware of its risks are negligent. Examining a single interaction and determining which party should bear the lion's share of responsibility is a far more sensible manner of apportioning fault than letting a jury reduce a plaintiff's recovery for risky but not unreasonable conduct.

B. Counterarguments

1. The Duty to Inform Is Too Burdensome

This proposal may inconvenience vendors. However, sponsoring business entities could implement reasonable warnings with minimal hassle. Indeed, virtually every extreme sports company makes patrons sign liability releases. Vendors could thus fulfill their legal obligation by printing data about injury rates in the specific sport in a prominent place on waivers. Also, many companies already take great pains to reinforce the fact that the plaintiff has agreed not to sue. Some sky diving outfits require participants to watch a presentation in which an

351. See supra text accompanying note 98.
attorney explains the legal effect of a waiver.\textsuperscript{352} Vertical Visions makes BASE jumpers swear on video tape that both they and their estate will hold the company harmless.\textsuperscript{353} Rather than thrusting upon vendors an additional responsibility, the proposed regime would thus merely ask them to recalibrate steps that they already often take.

2. Complications with Fault Comparison

One might object that under the proposed rule, if a vendor \textit{does} discharge its duty to inform, but nevertheless engages in unreasonable conduct during the course of the activity, the plaintiff should recover in full. However, if the vendor \textit{does not} fulfill its duty to inform and is negligent during the course of the activity, the jury has free reign to reduce the plaintiff's damages under comparative fault. This creates perverse incentives.

But this issue is a chimera. It is extremely doubtful that a sponsoring business entity would deliberately fail to inform a patron of an activity's risks in order to create the potential for fault comparison. Because defense costs can be high,\textsuperscript{354} vendors have much stronger incentives to stay out of court completely than attempt to mitigate the plaintiff's potential comparative fault recovery. Moreover, a jury would not likely look kindly upon such efforts and allocate a greater share of damages in response.

3. Fear of Greater Liability

Another concern is that, under the proposed rule, a fully-informed extreme sports participant who is injured by a vendor's negligence has behaved "reasonably" in the eyes of the law and should recover full damages. This could increase a vendor's liability exposure. But it does not follow that every plaintiff who is injured by a vendor's negligence would automatically recover his entire share of damages. Participants could still engage in behavior during the course of the activity that deviates from informal norms and is thus deemed unreasonable. For example, two motocross riders at the 2003 X Games were injured while attempting stunts that had previously never

\textsuperscript{352} See Manning v. Brannon, 956 P.2d 156, 157 (Okla. Civ. App. 1997) (noting that the plaintiff underwent six hours of training, including viewing the video tape and signing the exculpatory contract in fourteen places); Moore, \textit{supra} note 271 (profiling a sky diving company that makes participants watch a video that explains the liability waiver they must sign).

\textsuperscript{353} See O'Donnell, \textit{supra} note 98, at 4.

\textsuperscript{354} See Heidt, \textit{supra} note 99, at 392.
been successfully completed. Likewise, some sky diving companies ask participants not to engage in a maneuver called "swooping," in which a participant quickly decelerates before landing, allowing him to glide over the ground at high speed. Participants who engage in such conduct would have their damages reduced. In addition, in states with "modified" comparative fault systems, under which a plaintiff must be found less culpable than the defendant to receive damages in the first place, juries could find such behavior sufficiently blameworthy to bar recovery.

To receive any damages, a plaintiff must also prove that a defendant's breach of duty caused his harm. Reconsider the facts of Dare v. Freefall Adventures. Before his accident, the plaintiff had parachuted 137 times. If the sky diving company had failed to provide reasonable warnings, it would still have a meritorious argument that the plaintiff would have engaged in the sport regardless of the amount of information he received. Because risk-preferrers and repeat players tend to participate in risky sports habitually, causation would be a potent weapon to mitigate claims that a sponsoring business entity breached its duty to inform.

Thus, even though some extreme sports participants would recover full damages under the duty to inform, it is unlikely that it would greatly increase vendors' liabilities.

4. The Duty to Inform Would Increase Defense Costs

This Article has argued above that the duty to inform would only affect sponsoring business entities' liability in a narrow band of cases—generally where a plaintiff has little experience with the activity in question. However, by giving plaintiffs another basis to allege that a defendant has been negligent, the proposed rule might increase the number of tort claims, thus increasing potentially ruinous defense costs. Yet, although negligence questions are generally for the jury,
some states let courts make such determinations as a matter of law in the sports setting. If states are willing to entrust appellate judges with intensely fact-specific questions on cold records, then they should also allow judges to consider whether vendors have taken adequate steps to inform patrons of a sport’s risks as a matter of law. Courts will often be able to examine the document and its exact language because sponsoring business entities will presumably memorialize warnings on waivers, videotape, or other tangible forms. Accordingly, the proposed rule would not necessarily transform every extreme sports-related accident into an issue for the jury. This would be in keeping with one of the no duty rule’s main purposes: encouraging summary judgment in appropriate cases. It would also limit the number of cases that proceed to trial, alleviating the financial burden on recreational vendors.

Conclusion

The extreme sports movement continues to gather momentum. This penchant for recreational risk-taking may be the defining characteristic of an entire generation of young people. Many believe that it will change the face of recreation forever and become a fertile source of litigation. Yet, at a time when clarity and certainty in the law is vital, tort law stands in disarray. The doctrine of assumption of risk, a high risk sport purveyor’s foremost defense against lawsuits, has long been marred by conceptual confusion. What once was a single rule has now splintered into a host of doctrines, none of which provide a predictable mechanism for defeating a plaintiff’s claims.

Assumption of risk’s current incarnation holds defendants to no duty to protect plaintiffs from a sport’s inherent risks. Yet this rule is a relic of a time when “sports” were well-established activities with indisputable social value and limited dangers. Indeed, courts have offered three rationales for the no duty rule, none of which seem to justify applying it to high risk sports. Some courts believe that the no duty rule stems from the fact that sports are inherently reasonable. How-
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ever, extreme sports are impossible to categorize as either reasonable or unreasonable. Other courts opine that the no duty rule is necessary to avoid changing sports through safety regulation. Nevertheless, to the extent that the no duty rule allows sponsoring business entities to avoid liability for conduct that would otherwise be tortious, it raises the question of why society should subsidize activity that often lacks the same benefits—exercise, competition, and skill-building—that characterize traditional sports. Still other jurisdictions adhere to the notion that the plaintiff’s implied consent to face certain dangers frees defendants from a legal obligation to eliminate them. But because children cannot waive liability by contract, it is not clear why courts should allow them to implicitly do so through the no duty rule. Indeed, no matter what version of the no duty rule a state follows, courts seem reluctant to bar the claims of minor plaintiffs. Finally, the no duty rule problematizes fault comparison by forcing states to decide whether to let risk-preferring plaintiffs recover in full or reduce their damages based on behavior that is not necessarily unreasonable.

This Article proposes a way out of this labyrinth. Holding vendors to an additional duty to inform patrons of an extreme sport’s risks would allow them to cater solely to those for whom the benefits of such activity outweigh its risks. It would also make the act of providing a high risk sport reasonable itself as a matter of law. In turn, incorporating high risk sports into the reasonableness concept would bring such activities back in line with the no duty rule’s underlying assumptions. It would also reinstitute negligence as the benchmark of fault comparison. Finally, courts would likely be more comfortable applying a rule that focuses on a more robust form of consent than the current doctrine—one that finds legal significance in a plaintiff’s fully-informed decision to engage in an activity rather than just any decision, informed or otherwise. Thus, the duty to inform would both provide vendors with a dependable means of defense and incorporate the fairness concerns that lurk beneath the surface of the current rule’s doctrinal instability. In this manner, courts could bring order to an important area of law that has been long reviled as a sprawling mess.